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The Swan Hill Region Aquatics Needs Analysis outlines how to best provide aquatic facilities in 

the Swan Hill municipality for the next 10 years.  

 

The Swan Hill region’s five aquatic and leisure facilities are essential community assets – 

supporting the region’s liveability, health and wellbeing factors. To ensure these vital public 

assets are maintained and developed in line with the needs and desires of the community 

and financial sustainability, Council has developed this 10-year Aquatic Needs Analysis. 

 

Annually, Council invests more than $1.33m for the provision of aquatic and leisure facilities 

and services, supporting approximately 79,200 patrons per year. To create an environment 

that encourages increased participation in physical activity, as well as reducing reliance on 

Council’s financial resources, this analysis has identified a series of key (high priority) 

recommendations and actions.  

 

An investment of $2.5m in capital development will enable Council to not only align future 

demands with the appropriate aquatic facilities and services, but support a reduction in its 

annual contribution towards these centres by approximately $100,000 plus. 

 

The report recommends retaining the existing level of aquatic and leisure services and 

consolidating aquatic infrastructure in Swan Hill by decommissioning the outdoor pool in its 

current location and constructing a new 25m x 25m outdoor pool at the Swan Hill Leisure 

Centre. This ‘regional’ aquatic, leisure, health and wellness centre in Swan Hill is 

complemented by a ‘district level’ aquatic and leisure facility in Robinvale and ‘community‘ 

aquatic facilities in Nyah and Manangatang.     

  

Four options for providing an outdoor swimming pool in Swan Hill were investigated. Options 

included constructing an outdoor pool at Swan Hill Leisure Centre and refurbishing or 

replacing the outdoor pool in its current location. A risk of the current site is that if a new 

bridge is constructed to the southern side of the existing bridge, it is likely that the outdoor 

pool will need to be demolished. 

 

All swimming pools have a finite life. The engineering assessment of the Swan Hill outdoor pool 

indicates that the physical infrastructure and plant and equipment will need significant 

repairs in the short to medium term and likely replacement in the medium to long term. In 

addition, annual attendance of approximately 20,000 indicates that it does not have a high 

level of use.  

 

Council can retain all or part of the existing outdoor swimming facilities with the likely impact 

that maintenance costs will continue at their current level and increase, and attendances 

and revenues will decline as some elements, like the 50m pool, are decommissioned. The net 

impact is increasing annual costs to Council.   

 

While the cost to refurbish the Swan Hill Outdoor Pool in its current location is at least $462,000 

compared to over $2 million to construct a new one at the Swan Hill Leisure Centre, the 

annual operating costs to Council will be approximately $100,000 less under the construct 

new outdoor pool option. Hence, over the longer term (10 plus years), the option to develop 

an outdoor pool at the Swan Hill Leisure Centre is expected to be the lowest cost option for 

Council.  

 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
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An extensive community and stakeholder consultation process while developing this plan 

indicated that recreational swimming with family, learn to swim and lap swimming are the 

three major reasons people currently visit aquatic centres throughout the municipality.  

 

The following recommendations were identified as part of this consultation process: 

Swan Hill Outdoor Pool  

Close and demolish the existing Swan Hill Outdoor Pool and the site remediated to enable 

future redevelopment or reuse. 

Swan Hill Leisure Centre 

Aquatic elements to be developed include: 

 New outdoor swimming pool located adjacent to the indoor swimming pool to create 

an indoor/outdoor aquatic space with easy access to change rooms and toilets: 

Recommendation is for a 25m x 25m pool 

 Additional Indoor warm water program pool located adjacent to the existing indoor 

swimming pools - recommended 15m x 10m pool  

 All year waterslide and water play. 

Robinvale Leisure Centre  

Upgrade existing facility to meet health and regulatory standards including: 

 Repair or replace tiles on the vertical and horizontal hob and upper wall surfaces. 

 Review chemical storage to ensure separation of interactive chemicals. 

 Install separate filtration and water treatment plant and equipment for the Toddlers’ 

pool. 

 Upgrade filters to meet compliant filter filtration rate. 

Nyah Swimming Pool  

Upgrade existing facility to meet health and regulatory standards including: 

 Rectify cracks on the concourse. 

 Install separate filtration and water treatment plant and equipment for the toddlers’ 

pool. 

 Investigate and undertake work to eliminate the loss of water from the 33m pool. 

 Install solar panels and solar blankets, with rollers, to increase the pool water 

temperature. 

Manangatang Swimming Pool  

Upgrade existing facility to meet health and regulatory standards including: 

 Investigate cracking of the pool floor slab and undertake restoration work. 

 Investigate and undertake work to eliminate the loss of water from the 25m pool. 

 Install separate filtration and water treatment plant and equipment  

Management 

 Synchronise all aquatic centre contracts to have the same expiry date.  

 Market test current management models. 
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Other 

 Provide leisure play activity equipment at each aquatic centre. 

 Provide adequate safety equipment at each aquatic centre. 

 Provide adequate shade. 

 Commission Royal Life Saving Society Australia to(RLSSA)provide an annual safety 

assessment of each Council swimming facility. 

Water park 

 Construct a water play park at the southern entrance of Riverside Park, adjacent to the 

Big 4 Riverside Caravan Park (approximately 200m2) 

 Management and maintenance of the water park to be negotiated as part of the Big 4 

Riverside Caravan Park contract. 
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High priority and cost estimates 

High priority recommendations, actions and costs based on industry experience are summarised below. A full list of recommendations is 

included in Chapter 7. 

 

Action Priority Cost 

Swan Hill Outdoor Pool   

Demolish the Swan Hill Outdoor Pool. High $120,000 

Swan Hill Leisure Centre   

Construct a 25m outdoor swimming pool.  High $1.8m +/- $0.5m 

Compliant storage of the chemicals be reviewed and separation of interactive chemicals ensured. High $24,000 

Install separate filtration and water treatment plant and equipment for the toddlers’ pool. High $18,000 

Robinvale Leisure Centre   

Tiles on the vertical and horizontal hob and upper wall surfaces be repaired or replaced as they had 

numerous defects, including delaminated and lifting tiles, as well as cracked, broken and missing tiles. 

High $30,000 

Compliant storage of the chemicals be reviewed and separation of interactive chemicals ensured. High $24,000 

Install separate filtration and water treatment plant and equipment for the toddlers’ pool. High $18,000 

Upgrade filters to meet compliant filter filtration rate. High $36,000 

Nyah Swimming Pool   

Undertake rectification work on the concourse slabs which had numerous cracks to ensure foot hazards 

are not permitted to grow and become dangerous to users. 

High $42,000 

Compliant storage of the chemicals be reviewed and separation of interactive chemicals ensured. 
High 

$18,000 

Install separate filtration and water treatment plant and equipment for the toddlers’ pool. 
High 

$18,000 

Upgrade filters to meet compliant filter filtration rate. 
High 

$36,000 

Upgrade plant and equipment to ensure required turnover periods and rates are met. 
High 

$30,000 

Manangatang Swimming Pool   

Compliant storage of the chemicals be reviewed and separation of interactive chemicals ensured. High $18,000 
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Action Priority Cost 

Install separate filtration and water treatment plant and equipment for the Toddlers’ pool. High $18,000 

Upgrade filters to meet compliant filter filtration rate. High $36,000 

Upgrade plant and equipment ensure required turnover periods and rates are met. High $30,000 

Safety and accessibility    

Adequate safety equipment at each aquatic centre. High $6,000 per site 

Permanent signage to ensure customers are aware of the depth of each swimming pool. High $6,000 per site 

RLSSA be commissioned to provide an annual safety assessment of each Council swimming facility.  High $12,000 per annum 
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1.1 Background 

Swan Hill Rural City Council is located in North West Victoria, 330kms north of Melbourne, on 

the Murray River. The city of Swan Hill is the regional service centre of a significant catchment 

of over 40,000 people. This catchment stretches along the Murray Valley into the Mallee in 

Victoria and the Western Riverina in New South Wales. 

 

With a population of approximately 10,951 residents, Swan Hill is the largest urban area in 

Swan Hill Rural City and is viewed as an important service centre for outlying communities 

such as Lake Boga, Nyah, Nyah West, Woorinen South, Piangil, Wood Wood and Boundary 

Bend. The township of Robinvale, located on the Murray River 135 kilometres north of Swan 

Hill, has an estimated population of 8,000 residents bringing the total population of the 

municipality over 21,000. 

 

Residents of the Swan Hill region have a long tradition of participation in recreation and 

sport, with water based activities and aquatic fitness a popular past time. This is supported by 

a warm Mediterranean climate and high sunlight hours, with average summer temperatures 

around 28 degrees. Today, the municipality’s five swimming recreational aquatic centres are 

seen as essential community assets – supporting the region’s liveability and health and 

wellbeing factors. 

 

To ensure these vital community assets are maintained and developed in line with the needs 

and wants of the community, Council has developed a 10 year Aquatics Needs Analysis.  This 

document informs Council on the planning, provision, development, maintenance and 

management for the five aquatic services and provides recommendation and strategic 

direction to address the immediate and longer term needs of these facilities. 

1.2 Aims and objectives 

The Aquatics Needs Analysis will provide a vision for the development of new aquatics 

facilities and refurbishment of existing facilities within the Council for the period 2019-2029.  

 

Specifically, the Aquatics Needs Analysis will consider the future provision of Council’s five 

public swimming pools as well as water play and other aquatic recreation facilities. This 

includes examining current trends, challenges, opportunities as well as the changing 

community expectation with leisure and aquatic recreational infrastructure. 

 

This plan provides Council with information to support service delivery, asset management 

strategies and future capital works program for: 

 Swan Hill Leisure Centre 

 Swan Hill Outdoor Pool 

 Robinvale Leisure Centre 

 Manangatang Swimming Pool 

 Nyah Swimming Pool 

 

  

 

1 INTRODUCTION  
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2.1 Population analysis 

Quick snapshot 

 The Swan Hill region population is relatively stable with current residential population 

approximately 21,000 people (REMPLAN 2019).  

 The Swan Hill region attracts around 650,000 tourists each year, and is forecast to 

attract up to 700,000 tourists by 2022. 

Key characteristics 

 The demographic age spread (refer to Table 2.1) across the region shows a strong level 

of population between 0 and 14, which then falls away between 15 and 24 before 

increasing again between 25 and 74 years of age. The trend over the past 20 years has 

been towards an ageing population. 

 Children aged 0 to 14 years made up 19.1% of the population and people aged 65 

years and over made up 18.9% of the population. Both these age cohorts have a high 

proportion of the population than for Victoria and Australia. 

 Overall Swan Hill has a higher median age (40 years) than Victoria and Australia (37 

and 38 years respectively). 

 Swan Hill SEIFA Index of Disadvantage measures the relative level of socio-economic 

disadvantage based on a range of Census characteristics. In 2016, Swan Hill had a 

SEIFA index score of 947, below regional Victoria’s score of 977 and Victorian state level 

of 1010.00. 

Table 2.1: Age Profile of Swan Hill 

Age 2006 Census 2011 Census 2016 Census 

0-4 years 1,353 1,426 1,326 

5-14 years 3,082 2,799 2,611 

15-19 years 1,507 1,407 1,275 

20-24 years 1,124 1,249 1,190 

25-34 years 2,411 2,370 2,520 

35-44 years 2,813 2,497 2,303 

45-54 years 2,855 2,800 2,704 

55-64 years 2,285 2,485 2,769 

65-74 years 1,641 1,764 2,044 

75-84 years 1,176 1,175 1,281 

85 Years + 392 478 563 

Total  20,631 20,449 20,584 

2.2 Existing swimming attendances 

Available attendance data from the swimming pool operators shows total swimming 

attendance at the five pools of approximately 79,200. 

 

 

2 BACKGROUND 

INFORMATION 
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Facility Aquatic Attendance(2) 

Swan Hill Leisure Centre 39,100 

Swan Hill Outdoor Pool  19,500 

Robinvale Leisure Centre  8,200 

Nyah Swimming Pool 6,200 

Manangatang Swimming Pool(1) 6,200 

Total  79,200 
(1) No attendance data provided and is assumed to be similar to Nyah 

(2) Attendances have been rounded off to nearest 100 

2.3 Trends impacting on leisure facilities 

As illustrated below, community expectations and requirements for recreation leisure 

activities are changing. Currently the breakdown for aquatic and leisure facilities users are:  

 Recreational, leisure and adventure – 60%-70% 

 Fitness and training – 20%-25% 

 Education – 10%-15% 

 Therapy – 10%-15% 

 

Key trends which impact on redevelopment of leisure centres are: 

1 A gradual ageing of the population. As life expectancy increases, birth rates stay low 

and the “baby boomers” of the 1950s and 1960s grow older, there is a new demand for 

programmed hotter water areas as well as pools suitable for therapy and older adult 

exercises. It also means it is essential to have a range of pools with different water 

depths and temperatures. 

2 Flexibility in the times when people recreate. As demands on people’s time increases 

and work practices change, people enjoy recreation at different times, over a broad 

spread of hours and at facilities that offer a lot of activities under the one roof. Indoor 

pools and health and fitness facilities are particularly attractive and more accessible 

with longer opening hours. 

3 Increased variety in recreation and leisure options. People’s leisure and recreation 

options are changing towards newer and more varied activities offered over a greater 

range of timeframes compared to previous decades, where there was limited variety 

in activities and scheduling. This has supported the trend to more multi-use facilities to 

attract a broader range of users as well as multiple water areas to meet different 

needs at the one centre. A key outcome is to increase the number of revenue streams. 

4 Constraints to recreation and leisure participation. Lack of time, lack of close by 

facilities, family and work constraints, health problems and cost of service or use of 

facilities are the main constraints to many people’s recreation and leisure participation. 

The development of targeted markets of users, programs and services at aquatic and 

health and fitness centres has assisted in reducing some of these participation 

constraints.  

5 Creating a destination. Industry research indicates most people use aquatic centres 

that are close to home, and will travel between 10 and 20 minutes. This usually sees a 

primary catchment zone of up to five kilometre radius of a centre. Fitness centres tend 

to have a more localised catchment ie closer to home, work or education. Conversely 

sports halls tend to have a larger catchment. The exception is in those circumstances 

where centres are “destinations” and attract users from a broader region or area, or 

where there is a lack of quality facilities close by. 

6 Changing employment structures, trading and work hours. These trends often makes 

participation in traditional sports difficult and therefore people are looking for facilities 

that are open longer hours and have a lot of activity options at the one site.  
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7 Different people want different activities. The broadening cultural and age of the 

population sees the need for facilities to offer potential users a much more varied 

range of programs and services than previously offered. Year round indoor facilities 

provide greater diversity of activities through different seasons. 

8 Provision of high standards and quality of facilities and services. People are looking for 

high standard, high quality facilities and services to meet their recreation and leisure 

needs. This has also seen the trend for indoor facilities becoming very popular as they 

allow activity in safe and secure spaces in all weather and environmental conditions. 

Low quality, low cost facilities will not attract the maximum user market. 

9 Recognition of strong links between physical activity and health. Preventative 

healthcare and active lifestyles are very important, with aquatic and health and fitness 

activities becoming a large part of people’s activity choices. Provision of getaway 

areas, hot pools, good landscaping and fixtures, as well as day spa, massage and 

beauty therapy can all be linked to successful aquatic facilities. 

10 Desire for activities to be affordable. The development of multi-purpose aquatic leisure 

centres has enabled the high operating cost activity of aquatics to be cross-subsidised 

by more profitable activity areas such as health and fitness, sports halls, food and 

beverage and entertainment areas. This has enabled many facilities to keep general 

entry fees low to encourage use while seeking users who want special services to 

contribute at a greater level to the cost of such activities. 

11 Universal access. It is now commonly expected that public aquatic and leisure facilities 

are fully accessible. Changes in government legislation in regard to disability access 

now require modern facilities to have ramp access into pools, hoists and accessible 

toilets and change facilities. There is also the growing demand for programs and 

activities to be offered to people of all different abilities, physical condition and skill 

levels.   

2.4 Implications 

Based on the current Swan Hill region population, and visitation levels to aquatic centres 

(79,000), the annual aquatic and leisure centre visits per head of population is 3.8 visits.  

These calculations do not take into account visitors to the Swan Hill region, which are 

approximately 650,000 per year. 

 

These statistics reveal that while existing aquatic facilities cater for most of the major markets, 

there is capacity to grow visitation with improved facilities including: 

 Access to heated water to increase operational periods.   

 Aquatic play opportunities.  

 Aquatic therapy and rehabilitation facilities. 

 

With an increasing ageing population, there will be greater demand for access to warm 

water pools to support hydrotherapy and rehabilitation programs and services. 

 

With minimal and decreasing population rates and ageing infrastructure, it is expected there 

will be ongoing pressures on Council resources to maintain these vital community assets. 
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This plan was developed through intensive reviews of relevant reports, strategies and plans 

and was underpinned by consultation with the Swan Hill region community.   

 

A web questionnaire was completed by 311 respondents. The sample included far more 

females than males (76% and 24%, respectively) and was over represented in the 26 to 45 

year age cohort, and substantially under-represented in the over 65 age group.  

 

Key findings included: 

 86% of respondents had visited a swimming pool in the past 12 months.  

 The three main reasons customers chose to use a particular swimming pool was 

proximity to home (22%), price (11%) and quality of facilities and availability of water 

space (10%). 

 Recreational swimming with family at 30% was the most popular reason residents 

attend one of the five aquatic centres in the Swan Hill region, followed by learning to 

swim at 18% and lap swimming 17%.  

 Opening hours and the length of the seasons for the Nyah and Manangatang pools 

recorded the lowest scores for satisfaction, with many respondents indicating a 

preference for extended times of use. 

 

Feedback was sought on developments and actions to improve the overall provision of 

aquatic provision in Swan Hill and at individual pools, and found:  

 Highest priority development to improve aquatic facilities in the Swan Hill Rural City 

Council area were: 

 50m indoor heated pool 

 Free waterpark/splash pad 

 Affordable entry prices 

 Combine outdoor and indoor pools into one location 

 Longer opening times and season (outdoor pool) 

 Hydrotherapy pool 

 In priority order, potential developments at Swan Hill Leisure Centre were: 

 Expansion of health and fitness area 

 Fitness room 

 Swimming club rooms 

 Playground 

 Additional high-ball court 

 Storage 

 Crèche 

 Change rooms – more showers, non-slip flooring, more change tables  

 Water quality and temperature improved 

 More lap swimming lanes and better availability during the day 

 In priority order, potential developments at Robinvale Leisure Centre were: 

 Expansion of health and fitness area 

 Fitness room 

 Additional high-ball court 

 Playground 

 Swimming club rooms 

 

3 COMMUNITY 

FEEDBACK 
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 Storage 

 Crèche 

 Increase hours available for swimming especially before work  

 Longer season  

 Heating of the pool 

 In priority order, potential developments at Swan Hill Outdoor Pool were: 

 Upgrade the change rooms and toilets 

 Repair tiling around the pool and clean the pool 

 Replace diving blocks 

 More shade and seating. Landscape the grounds 

 Healthier food options at the kiosk 

 Extend opening hours and the season 

 Remove baby pool and replace with splash pad/waterpark 

 Relocate – Swan Hill Leisure Centre or Showgrounds 

 In priority order, potential developments at Manangatang Swimming Pool were: 

 Upgrade the change rooms and toilets 

 Repair pool leaks 

 Landscape grounds  

 Shade in the carpark 

 Improvements to the equipment storage 

 Level ground around pool 

 Upgrade the change rooms and toilets 

 In priority order, potential developments at Nyah Swimming Pool were: 

 Upgrade to a solar heated pool 

 More shaded areas 

 New diving blocks 
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4.1 Swan Hill Outdoor Pool 

Swan Hill Outdoor Public Pool was constructed in the 1960s. The pool has been developed in 

stages and now includes: 

 50 metre pool 

 25 metre pool, with wheelchair access ramp 

 Toddlers’ pool with shade sails 

 Dive pool – one and three metre diving boards 

 Water slide 

 Kiosk 

 Change rooms, showers and toilets 

 Shade sails 

 

The centre is managed by a contractor. Council undertakes all pre-season and in-season 

maintenance excluding general operational upkeep, grounds maintenance and cleaning. 

4.1.1 Operational issues 

Attendances for the last three seasons are shown in Table 4.1.  Key points to note are: 

 Total attendances fluctuate from year to year around 20,000. 

 Swimming lessons only occur during January. 

 The peak swimming times are December, January, and February. 

 Carnivals are predominantly held in February and March, and January is characterised 

by a high proportion of casual entries. 

Table 4.1: Attendance by category 

Swan Hill Outdoor Pool Historical Attendances 
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2015/16 3372 5914  1329 225 143 7123  336 47 2876 812  22167 

2016/17 3420 5574  1416 262 300 5789 379 342 180 3249  4584 20911 

2017/18 3580 5548 505 1102 317 214 6426    1794   19486 

 

An analysis of the financial performance in the three years to 2016/17 (refer to Table 4.2) 

found: 

 Declining financial performance from a deficit of $40,573 in 2015 to a deficit of $56,181 

in 2017.  

 Increased Council subsidy of $149,000 (2015) to $190,415 (2017) 

 

4 EXISTING FACILITIES 
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 Declining revenue from groups/school entry - $21,006 (2016) to $8,984 (2017) 

 An operating subsidy of $12.89 per admission in 2017/18. 

Table 4.2: Swan Hill Outdoor Pool Financial Performance over 2015 - 2017 

 
2017 2016 2015 

Income 

   Kiosk sales $27,197 $42,774 $36,360 

Aquatic  $57,421 $55,238 $51,107 

Subsidy $190,415 $184,849 $149,000 

Miscellaneous $2,539 $7,291 $379 

Total  $277,572 $290,152 $236,846 

    Expenditure 

   Cost of goods sold $16,773 $16,018 $19,063 

Personnel $133,786 $117,491 $106,972 

Maintenance $97,370 $99,636 $95,861 

Administration $2,065 $1,936 $1,582 

Operations $82,473 $79,451 $53,592 

Miscellaneous $1,286 $499 $349 

Total $333,753 $315,031 $277,419 

    Profit/Loss -$56,181 -$24,879 -$40,573 

4.1.2 Engineering assessment 

The engineering report of Swan Hill Outdoor Pool noted that: 

 It is operated under very excessive filtration rates, indicating that the filters provided are 

totally inadequate for the required turnover rates. 

 Separate filtration and water treatment plant and equipment is required for the 

toddlers’ pool. 

 The hobs were tiled with numerous defects, the gutter grating was in poor condition 

with gaps and missing cross-bars and the concourses were cracked in numerous 

locations. 

 The concourse slabs had numerous cracks (shrinkage and structural). 

 A continuous loss of very large volumes of water from the 50m pool is likely to be 

indicative of serious cracking and probable pipe failure. This is supported through 

increased water usage at the facility over the past four years, with the cost going from 

$20,000 per year to $45,000/$60,000 per year. 

 Storage of the chemicals and separation of interactive chemicals is not compliant. 

 Swan Hill Outdoor Pool is in poor condition. Leaks from the pool have been repaired, 

however leakage has created voids under the pool which are a potential problem in 

future years. 

 Signage was better than at the other outdoor centres, but was still inadequate in terms 

of compliance with regulations. 

4.1.3 Summary 

 Swan Hill Outdoor Pool was constructed in the 1960s and has had a number of 

additions and upgrades.  
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 Council provided an operating subsidy of $190,415 and is responsible for capital works 

and refurbishment. Given attendances of about 19,500, this equates to a subsidy per 

attendance of more than $10 in 2018/19. 

 The pool has had declining financial performance over the past three years. 

 It does not meet health and regulatory standards, is in poor condition with leaks and 

unknown structural integrity and is an old and outdated facility. Loss of water through 

the shell of the pool necessitates almost constant top up of the pool during the 

operational period to maintain water level. It is indicative of serious cracking and 

probable pipe failure/s. 

 The life of a swimming pool varies and is usually 50 plus years. The life of plant and 

equipment is in the order of 10 to 20 years and is relatively easy to upgrade and 

replace. Buildings tend to have a long life (50 plus years) and if maintained 

appropriately can be cost-effectively refurbished. Pool tanks and piping is a more 

complex situation, partly because the assets are in ground.  Factors that contribute to 

a reduced life are concrete cancer and soil movement resulting in cracking of the 

tank and pipes. In addition, in practice it is often difficult to identify the cause of any 

leaks, which may result in long term underground soil erosion. 

 The pool is likely to be close to the end of its effective life, when it is not cost effective 

to repair. 
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4.2 Swan Hill Leisure Centre 

Swan Hill Leisure Centre was built in 2002. The centre comprises: 

 25 metre by six-lane indoor heated pool 

 Toddler splash pool 

 Gymnasium 

 Crèche 

 High ball court  

 Kiosk 

 Change rooms, showers and toilets 

 

The swimming pool is wheelchair accessible via a ramp, whereas accessible change rooms 

do not meet current standards, nor users’ needs or expectations. 

 

It is managed by an external contractor. 

4.2.1 Operational issues  

Attendances for the last three seasons are shown in Table 4.3 and 4.4.  Key points to note are: 

 Pool space is an issue, which limits growth of the swim school. Current arrangements 

also impact health club members’ satisfaction.  

 There is inadequate pool space in late afternoons as the learn to swim program is 

programmed for five lanes from 3.30pm to 5.50pm, and swim squads use three 

lanes from 5.30pm to 7.30pm. 

 Lap swimming is generally restricted to mornings (from 6am), afternoons (until 

3.30pm) and weekends. 

 In the past three years the centre employed a swimming coach who has driven 

growth in squad numbers, and greater integration with the swim lesson program.  

 Total attendances have declined slightly from 81,420 to 74,641.  Whilst memberships 

and member visits have both declined, casual attendances have increased. The swim 

school, squad swimming and multi-passes have also declined. 

Table 4.3: Aquatic attendance by category 

Swan Hill Leisure Centre Aquatic Attendances 
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2015/16 2,975 3,392 2,194 637 1,480 10,678 5,220 459 1,639 5,113 11,563 34,672 

2016/17 2,911 3,860 2,158 549 1,280 10,758 5,402 248 1,644 4,378 12,191 34,621 

2017/18 2,155 2,830 1,839 491 1,018 8,333 4,974 309 1,383 4,102 11,696 30,797 
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Table 4.4: Attendance  

Swan Hill Leisure Centre Total Attendances 

Year Membership Member Visits Swim School Students – Peak Total 

2015/16 617 27,738 500 – 550 81,420 

2016/17 594 27,540 501 81,429 

2017/18 N/A 26,720 N/A 74,641 

 

An analysis of the financial performance in the three years to 2016/17 (refer to Table 4.5) 

found: 

 The overall result across the three years was declining financial performance from a 

surplus of $24,513 in 2015 to a deficit of $51,918. This is effectively a decline in 

performance of $76,431 over the three year period.  

 Increase in management fee: $53,079 (2015) - $103,000 (2017) 

 The health club is a main driver for usage at the centre, and also for the pool.  

Table 4.5: Swan Hill Leisure Centre Financial Performance over 2015 - 2017 

 
2017 2016 2015 

Income 

   Kiosk sales $39,985 $40,040 $45,494 

Dry programs $59,608 $60,648 $59,872 

Aquatic  $276,660 $241,330 $248,265 

Fitness $273,826 $266,041 $285,541 

Subsidy $452,637 $438,726 $450,000 

Miscellaneous -$841 -$28 $23 

Total  $1,101,875 $1,046,757 $1,089,195 

 

   

Expenditure    

Cost of goods sold $24,812 $22,491 $26,711 

Personnel $683,351 $649,246 $656,762 

Maintenance $223,461 $221,373 $230,810 

Administration $36,452 $37,828 $33,125 

Operations $158,288 $145,408 $105,584 

Miscellaneous $27,429 $22,725 $11,690 

Total $1,153,793 $1,099,071 $1,064,682 

    Profit/Loss -$51,918 -$52,314 $24,513 

4.2.2 Engineering assessment 

An assessment of the aquatic facilities was undertaken in August 2018 by Geoff Ninnes Fong 

and Partners (GNFP). Inspections of the centres took place while the main pools were 

essentially significantly filled with dirty water. In those circumstances, it was not possible to 

closely inspect the pool walls and floors to ascertain the presence of defects or significant 

cracking of the shells, or to ascertain the accurate condition of the finishes. The following 

observations need to be understood in the context of the existing conditions during 

inspection. 

 

The pool structures and finishes were in good condition and well maintained and the signage 
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appeared adequate. Unfortunately only limited indoor inspections and photography could 

be undertaken due to the centre’s busy activity and the limited time available. 

 

Compliant storage of the chemicals needs to be reviewed and the separation of various 

interactive chemicals needs to be ensured. 

4.2.3 Summary 

 Swan Hill Leisure Centre was built in 2002 and includes an indoor heated pool and 

fitness studio. 

 Over the last three years total attendances have declined slightly, although aquatic 

attendances have increased slightly. The health club is a main driver for usage at the 

centre, and also for the pool.  

 Pool space is an issue which limits growth of the swim school, especially in late 

afternoons.  

 Financial performance over the past three years has declined by $76,431 over the 

three year period.  

 The pool structures and finishes were in good condition and well maintained and the 

signage appeared adequate.  

 Compliant storage of the chemicals needs to be reviewed and the separation of 

various interactive chemicals needs to be ensured. 

 

4.3 Robinvale Leisure Centre 

The original Robinvale swimming pool was upgraded as part of the Robinvale Leisure 

Centre construction in 2005. The swimming pool remains a seasonal, outdoor facility. Facilities 

include: 

 33 metre pool 

 8.35 metre learners pool 

 7.87 metre radius toddler outdoor pool 

 Gymnasium 

 High ball court 
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 Kiosk 

 Change rooms, showers and toilets 

 

Significant works were done on the pool shell with new water circulation plant and treatment 

systems installed. The centre is managed by an external contractor. 

 

4.3.1 Operational issues  

Attendances for the past there years and attendances in each month in 2017/18 are shown 

in Table 4.6.  Key points to note are: 

 Total attendances have increased over the last seven years from 17,719 to 26,224. 

 Pool attendances are mainly between November and February and drop off in March. 

Over the three years, pool attendances represented 35% of total attendances. 

Table 4.6: Attendance by Category 
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2015/16 821 5551 557 2589 940 0 1128 2401 767 194 2494 17,442 

2016/17 1462 10078 1410 1884 134 0 2119 2687 938 240 2080 23,032 

2017/18 N/A 10919 3103 3936 137 N/A 2259 2599 1394 344 1533 26,224 
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  Dry Programs Aquatic Programs Overall   

Year Total Total  Total 

2015/16 10,458 6,984 17,442 

2016/17 14,968 8,064 23,032 

2017/18 18,095 8,129 26,224 

 

An analysis of the financial performance in the three years to 2016/17 found: 

 The overall result across the three years saw an improved financial performance from a 

deficit of $52,416 in 2015 to a surplus of $27,672 in 2017.  

 It should be noted that the Council subsidy increase, combined with growth in the 

management fee have a substantial effect upon the financial performance of the 

Robinvale Leisure Centre.  

 Income improved by $140,017 over the three year period, of which $124,000 was an 

increase in the Council subsidy. Similarly the increase in operating costs by $40,704 is 

accounted for by the increase in the management fee of $43,287 over the three year 

period.  

4.3.2 Engineering assessment 

 Total filtration rate is 62% greater than the allowable filtration rates for the filters at those 

centres and is, hence, unacceptable. 

 A single filtration and water treatment system for all pools is unacceptable. 

 Compliant storage of the chemicals needs to be reviewed and the separation of 

various interactive chemicals needs to be ensured. 

 The tiles on the vertical and horizontal hob and upper wall surfaces exhibited numerous 

defects, including delaminated and lifting tiles, as well as cracked, broken and missing 

tiles. The painted areas of the walls and floor were difficult to see or review in terms of 

condition. The concourses were in reasonable condition with not too many shrinkage 

or structural cracks. 

 Safety signs were minimal in terms of regulatory requirements and were in ageing and 

generally poor condition. 

4.3.3 Summary 

 The original Robinvale swimming pool was upgraded as part of the Robinvale Leisure 

Centre construction in 2005. The swimming pool is a seasonal, outdoor facility.  

 Total attendances have increased over the last seven years from 17,719 to 26,659. 

 In 2017 pool attendances represented 32% of total attendances. 

 Over the past three years, financial performance improved from a deficit of $52,416 in 

2015 to a surplus of $27,672 in 2017.  

 Income improved by $140,017 over the three year period, of which $124,000 was an 

increase in the Council subsidy.  

 Filtration rate is greater than allowable and is hence unacceptable. A single filtration 

and water treatment system for all pools is unacceptable. 

 Compliant storage of the chemicals needs to be reviewed and the separation of 

various interactive chemicals needs to be ensured. 

 The tiles on the vertical and horizontal hob and upper wall surfaces exhibited numerous 
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defects. 

 Safety signs were minimal in terms of regulatory requirements and were in ageing and 

generally poor condition. 

4.4 Nyah Public Swimming Pool 

The Nyah Public Swimming Pool comprises:  

 33 metre, unheated pool 

 Toddlers’ unheated pool 

 Kiosk 

 Change rooms, showers and toilets  

 

The main pool is not covered; however there is a shade structure across the toddler pool. A 

new entrance, change rooms and kiosk were constructed in estimated 2007 and upgraded 

water circulation plant and treatment systems installed. 

4.4.1 Operational Issues 

 The pool operates under an occupancy lease between Council and Nyah District 

Swimming Pool Committee. The Committee of Management (COM) employs staff and 

is responsible for the general upkeep and maintenance of the facility.  

 COM has difficulty finding adequate qualified staff to operate the pools each year. It 

tends to employ a university student, which presents a problem at the beginning and 

end of each season.  

 COM also has difficulties attracting adequate volunteers to be members of the 

committee. 

 Up until last year the pool was heated by waste oil. Community concern over the 

burning of fossil fuels meant that this practice was discontinued for this season, and the 

pool was operated as a “cold” pool, without any heating.  

 This year had reduced membership due to pool temperature. The previous year 

membership was around 70, while this year it only reached membership of 37.  

 Opening hours were also curtailed so that pool opening hours were restricted to 

afternoon hours, removing the opportunity for morning swimming which had previously 

been popular. 

4.4.2 Engineering assessment 

 The pool operates with turnover periods and rates well outside acceptable healthy 

values. Combined with the non-separation of pools, is considered totally outside 

healthy pool operational performance. 

 Total filtration rates are 109% greater than the allowable filtration rates for the filters at 

those centres and are hence unacceptable, indicating that the filters are totally 

inadequate for the required turnover rates. 

 Compliant storage of the chemicals needs to be reviewed and the separation of 

various interactive chemicals needs to be ensured. 

 Concourse slabs exhibited numerous cracks which need to be rectified. 

 Pool signage was minimal and needs to be upgraded for compliance with regulatory 

requirements. 
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4.4.3 Summary 

 The Nyah Public Swimming Pool comprises a 33 metre pool and toddlers pool, both are 

unheated. 

 The pool operates under an occupancy lease between Council and Nyah District 

Swimming Pool Committee.  

 Committee of Management has difficulty finding adequate qualified staff to operate 

the pools each year and has difficulties attracting adequate volunteers to be a 

member of the committee. 

 Previously the pool was heated by waste oil, which has been discontinued, hence it is 

now a cold water pool. The impact has been reduced operating hours and reduced 

use. 

 The pool operates with turnover periods and rates well outside acceptable healthy 

values. Total filtration rates are greater than the allowable filtration rates. 

 Compliant storage of the chemicals needs to be reviewed and the separation of 

various interactive chemicals needs to be ensured. 

 Concourse slabs exhibited numerous cracks which need to be rectified. 

 Pool signage was minimal and needs to be upgraded for compliance with regulatory 

requirements. 

4.5 Manangatang Public Swimming Pool 

The Manangatang Public Swimming Pool includes: 

 25 metre solar heated pool 

 Toddlers’ solar heated pool 

 Kiosk 

 Change rooms, showers and toilets  

 Covered grandstand on an embankment 

 

The amenities and change room building was constructed in about 2005. Water circulation 

plant and treatment systems were estimated to have been installed in 2007. 
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4.5.1 Operational issues  

 The facility operates under a licence, under the Crown Land (Reserves) Act, between 

Council and Manangatang Swimming Pool Committee. The committee employs staff 

and is responsible for the general upkeep and maintenance of the facility. 

 The pool is a critical piece of community infrastructure and is well supported by the 

community, schools and other sporting groups in the town. Patronage of the pool has 

been increasing with more weekly usage of the pool occurring.  

 The pool was constructed on reactive soil, which has resulted in cracks to the pool and 

some water leakage (amount not specified). 

4.5.2 Engineering assessment 

 The pool operates with turnover periods and rates well outside acceptable healthy 

values. Combined with the non-separation of pools, it is considered totally outside 

healthy pool operational performance. 

 Total filtration rates are 58% greater than the allowable filtration rates for the filters at 

those centres and are hence unacceptable, indicating that the filters are totally 

inadequate for the required turnover rates. 

 Compliant storage of the chemicals needs to be reviewed and the separation of 

various interactive chemicals needs to be ensured. 

 Some cracking of the lap pool floor slab appeared to be present adjacent to some of 

the visible floor slab expansion joints. 

 The concourse slabs are in poor condition with numerous cracks in the slabs at many 

locations around the pools. These cracks need rectification to ensure foot hazards are 

not permitted to grow and become dangerous to users. 

 Pool signage was minimal and needs to be upgraded for compliance with regulatory 

requirements. 

4.5.3 Summary 

 Manangatang Public Swimming Pool includes a 25 metre pool and toddlers’ pool, both 

are solar heated. 

 The facility operates under a licence, under the Crown Land (Reserves) Act, between 

Council and Manangatang Swimming Pool Committee The pool operates with 

turnover periods and rates well outside acceptable healthy values. Total filtration rates 

are greater than the allowable filtration rates. 

 Compliant storage of the chemicals needs to be reviewed and the separation of 

various interactive chemicals needs to be ensured. 

 Concourse slabs are in poor condition with numerous cracks at many locations which 

need to be rectified. 

 Pool signage was minimal and needs to be upgraded for compliance with regulatory 

requirements. 
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A summary of the engineering assessment is included in Table 5.1, it found: 

 The only centre that includes pool separation is the Swan Hill Outdoor Pool, which 

separates pools of different use, depth and bather load. 

 Manangatang and Nyah pools operate with turnover periods and rates well outside 

acceptable healthy values. This feature, combined with the non-separation of pools, is 

considered totally outside healthy pool operational performance. 

 Robinvale, Manangatang, Nyah and the Swan Hill Outdoor Pool all operate under very 

excessive filtration rates, indicating that the filters provided are totally inadequate for 

the required turnover rates. 

 Swan Hill Leisure Centre was structurally sound and signage was adequate.  However, 

the other pools showed signs of having structural defects and the signage was 

generally inadequate. 

 Swan Hill Outdoor Pool has continuous loss of very large volumes of water from the 50 

pool, very likely indicative of serious cracking and probable pipe failures. 

 

 
 

 

5 ENGINEERING 

ASSESSMENT 
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Table 5.1: Summary of Engineering Assessment 

Aquatic Centre Filtration System  Structure Chemical 

Storage 

Signage  

Swan Hill 

Outdoor Pool  

Adequate Pool hob tiles had numerous defects, gutter grating 

was in poor condition and the concourses were 

cracked in numerous locations.  

The octagonal children’s pool shell had numerous 

structural cracks and defects,  

Concourse slabs had numerous cracks.  

Continuous loss of very large volumes of water 

indicative of serious cracking and probable pipe 

failures 

Needs to be 

reviewed to 

ensure 

compliance 

Needs 

upgrading 

Swan Hill 

Leisure Centre  

One system for all pools – 

inadequate 

OK Needs to be 

reviewed to 

ensure 

compliance 

OK 

Robinvale 

Leisure Centre  

One system for all pools – 

inadequate 

Filtration rates unacceptable 

Tile delaminating and lifting 

 

Needs to be 

reviewed to 

ensure 

compliance 

Need 

upgrading 

Nyah Public 

Swimming Pool  

One system for all pools – 

inadequate 

Turnover periods and rates 

unacceptable 

Filtration rates unacceptable 

Concourse slabs had numerous cracks 

 

Needs to be 

reviewed to 

ensure 

compliance 

Needs 

upgrading 

Manangatang 

Public  

Swimming Pool 

One system for all pools – 

inadequate 

Turnover periods and rates 

unacceptable 

Filtration rates unacceptable 

Some cracking of the lap pool floor slab 

 

Concourse slabs were in poor condition 

Needs to be 

reviewed to 

ensure 

compliance 

Needs 

upgrading 
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6.1 Aquatic facility provision 

6.1.1 Level of provision 

Ideally, all residents of Swan Hill Rural City Council will have year-round access to facilities 

that cater for the six major markets, and that have a range of facility and water temperature 

requirements: 

  

Market Assessment 

Lap swimming  Tend to swim early in the morning or after work, supplemented by 

some who swim during their lunch time. Require lane space (at least 

25 metre pool size), with speed indicators for each lane (i.e. slow, 

medium, fast). Tend to swim on a regular basis, and often more than 

once per week. Water temperature is preferably between 260C and 

280C. Most lap swimmers prefer to swim year round. 

 

Swim 

coaching/squads  

Usually children and young people up to about 16 years, 

supplemented by adult squads, mainly masters swim squads and 

triathlon swim squads. Main squad training times are early morning 

(from 5.30am) and early evening (5.30pm – 7.30pm).  Require 

reserved lane space, for between three and 10 times per week. 

Water temperature is preferably between 260C and 280C. As with 

lap swimmers, squads swim year round. 

 

Learn to swim lessons  Lessons are offered to all ages, from caregivers and babies to adult 

lessons.  Most lessons are conducted after school (4pm to 6pm) and 

on Saturday and Sunday. Adult lessons tend to be offered later in 

the evening and caregiver and babies classes are usually on 

weekday morning between 9am and noon. Most classes are 

offered once a week, often for a 10 week term or block. Water 

temperature is preferably between 290C and 310C. The number of 

people in swim lessons declines in winter, although many children 

participate in lessons year round. 

 

Recreational aquatic 

play  

All humans play and socially interact. In an aquatic environment, 

play is often defined by the age of participants (i.e. pre-schoolers, 

junior primary school age, senior primary school age, young 

teenagers, young people and adults). Play equipment is larger and 

more adventurous the older the participant.   

 

Play experiences are enhanced by either moving water (e.g. water 

cannons and rapid rivers) or moving the participant (e.g. water 

slides and climbing structures). Most recreational play is conducted 

after school/work time (e.g. weekday evenings and weekends).  It 

can also involve relaxation (e.g. sunbathing, and ‘hanging about’) 

and supervising young children. Water temperature is preferably 

between 280C and 310C. 

 

 

6 STRATEGIC OPTIONS 
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Market Assessment 

Aquatic fitness 

programs  

In addition to lap swimming, aquatic fitness programs include aqua 

aerobics (group exercise to music in water), water walking (using a 

floatation vest), and other similar gentle exercise activities. These 

activities tend to attract older adults, particularly women. Classes 

are held at times to suit the participants (e.g. older women on 

weekday mornings). Water temperature is preferably between 280C 

and 310C. 

 

Therapeutic and 

rehabilitation 

programs  

Tend to be supervised by a physiotherapist. In some instances an 

individual will perform prescribed exercises for warm water exercise 

without supervision. The main requirement is warm water 

(approximately 340C) of about 1.5m in depth. 

 

 

Given the geography and population distribution of Swan Hill Rural Council, it is not practical 

to provide all residents with facilities suitable to meet the needs of each market, within a 

reasonable travel time (say up to 30 minutes drive).   

 

It may therefore be more appropriate to consider each aquatic facility as an independent 

unit catering for the local community. Robinvale, Nyah and Manangatang are clearly local 

community facilities. Swan Hill Leisure Centre and Swan Hill Outdoor Pool are also local 

community facilities, but with a larger/regional catchment.  

 

At the regional or Council level, facilities ideally will be available all year round, to cater for 

all six markets. Essentially this requires a swimming pool or pools that are at least 25 metres in 

length, of adequate depth for teaching young children, and sufficient temperature for lap, 

recreational and teaching swimming. Whilst therapeutic programs can be conducted in a 

multipurpose main pool, ideally it will be a separate facility with an independent water 

heating system. Although most swimming clubs prefer to operate (train and compete) in a 50 

metre pool, a 25 metre pool is adequate for these activities.  

 

At the local community level the minimum aquatic facilities available should cater for 

recreational, teaching and lap swimming. The size of the catchment population will 

determine the number and size of pools, length of season and water temperatures. 

 

 

In summary, the current provision of aquatic facilities adequately meets community 

swimming and aquatic demands, subject to the recommended action detailed below. 

6.1.2 Key erformance indicators 

Key performance indicators (KPIs) reflect the priorities and philosophy of Council and 

expectations of the community. A series of KPIs appropriate for aquatic provision in Swan Hill 

Rural City are: 

 A community level swimming facility within 30 minutes drive of 90% of residents. 

 At least one aquatic facility within the Council area to service the six main market 

segments. 

 Aquatic facilities that are fit for purpose and meet OHS and regulatory and health 

guidelines and standards as measured by an annual RLSS safety audit. 

 Aquatic facilities that are operated in accordance with the RLSS Guidelines for Safe 

Pool Operation as measured by an annual RLSS safety audit. 

 Increase Council’s operational subsidy and costs to each aquatic facility in line with 
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CPI. 

 Increase annual attendances at the five aquatic facilities in line with population 

growth in the respective local catchments. 

 Increase customer satisfaction at Council’s aquatic facilities as measured by an annual 

customer satisfaction survey. 

 

In addition to these broad Council-wide KPIs, specific facility KPIs should be established for 

each aquatic facility and included in a management contract or agreement. 

6.2 Swan Hill Outdoor Pool 

Factors to be considered in determining the preferred location of the Swan Hill Outdoor Pool 

include: 

 

Visitations Which option/s provide for the highest capacity annual 

visitations 

Operating costs 

 

Which option/s present the lowest operating costs over the 

10-year review period 

Potential funding Which option/s present the best partnership funding support 

potential 

Capital cost to Council  

 

Which option/s present the lower capital costs to Council 

but also offer new participation opportunities. 

Social and economic 

impacts 

Which option/s presents the highest economic and social 

impacts 

Community access Which option/s presents the best community access 

location eg  where people live 

 

The advantages and disadvantages of each of options are: 

 

Advantages  Disadvantages 

Refurbish existing facility (REFURBISH)  

 Repairs are likely to be at a lower cost 

than a new facility 

 Retain 50m pool 

 Retain water slide 

 Located in a high profile and well used 

tourist area 

 Likely to be a short term solution given the 

age of the facility 

 Ongoing capital repairs and 

maintenance will be required 

 Existing facility is outdated 

 Will continue to be a significant cost to 

Council 

 Site is fully used by the aquatic facilities 

and no room for expansion 

 Relatively low attendances at a high cost 

to Council  

Decommission 50m pool (PART RETAIN)  

 Retains 25m and diving pools  

 Retains amenities 

 Potential to establish a water play park 

on 50m pool area 

 Retains water slide 

 Does not require construction of a 

replacement outdoor pool 

 Annual maintenance costs to be less that 

capital cost of new replacement facilities 

 Located in a high profile and well used 

tourist area 

 Likely to be a short term solution given the 

age of the facility 

 Ongoing capital repairs and 

maintenance will be required 

 Existing facility is outdated 

 Will continue to be a significant operating 

cost to Council 

 Relatively low attendances at a high cost 

to Council 

 Possibility that new bridge will require 

demolition of the facility in the short to 
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Advantages  Disadvantages 

medium term. 

Redevelop an outdoor pool in its current 

location (REDEVELOP) 

 

 A long term solution  

 Retain 50m pool 

 Retain water slide 

 Located in a high profile and well used 

tourist area  

 Create a modern outdoor pool 

 Design can make better use of the site 

 Potential for small increase in attendance  

 Low ongoing capital repairs and 

maintenance costs  

 Likely to have lower operating subsidy 

than the refurbish option 

 Potential to include an outdoor water 

splash park 

 Capital development cost likely to be 

higher than the refurbish option 

 Will continue to be a significant cost to 

Council 

 Likely to continue relatively low 

attendances at a high cost to Council 

Develop a new outdoor pool (25m or 50m) at 

the leisure centre (RELOCATE) 

 

 A long term solution  

 Retain 50m pool or construct a 25m pool 

which reflects demand for an outdoor 

pool 

 Capital development cost likely to be 

lower than the refurbish and redevelop 

option 

 Adds water space to indoor swimming 

pool 

 Create a modern integrated 

indoor/outdoor pool complex 

 Opportunity to co-locate other services 

eg leisure centre, health and wellbeing 

 Potential for small increase in attendance 

in outdoor pool 

 Low ongoing capital repairs and 

maintenance costs  

 Likely to have lower operating subsidy 

than the refurbish or redevelop option 

due to reduced staging costs 

 Potential to include an outdoor water 

splash park 

 Close to centre of town and provide 

linkage to residential growth area (west 

of the town) 

 Close proximity to sporting precinct 

 Close proximity to education precinct 

 Adequate room for expansion 

 Opportunity to increase outdoor pool 

seasonal opening hours 

 Multi-use facilities support external 

funding opportunities 

 May not include a water slide 

 Not located in a high profile and well 

used tourist area  

 May not include a 50m pool 

 

A cost benefit analysis of the options can only be completed when the detailed costs to 

remediate the existing facility is known. The capital cost to: 
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 Refurbish the outdoor swimming pool includes items such as rectification work to tiling, 

gutters, concourse slabs, storage of the chemicals, filtration and water treatment plant 

and equipment and eliminate leaks from main 50m pool. 

 Part retain includes all costs above, excluding eliminating the leaks. 

 Redevelop includes the estimated cost of a new outdoor swimming complex. 

 Relocate includes demolition of the existing outdoor complex and construction of an 

outdoor pool at the Swan Hill Leisure Centre. 

 

Table 6.1 summarises the capital and operational costs associated with each option. Key 

points to note are: 

 The capital cost of each option includes works at both the existing Swan Hill Outdoor 

Pool and the Swan Hill Leisure Centre. The lowest combined cost option is $75,000 - 

$125,000 for the part retain option, with all the capital costs occurring at the outdoor 

pool. The highest cost is $7.5m to $10m+ to completely redevelop the outdoor 

complex. 

 The annual operating costs for both the Swan Hill Outdoor Pool and Swan Hill Leisure 

Centre combined are similar for each option, varying from $552,000 for the relocate 

option, to $642,500 for the refurbish and redevelop options. 

Table 6.1: Indicative cost analysis 

Indicative 

Capital Costs 

Option 1 

Refurnish 

outdoor pool 

only 

Option 2 

Part Retain 

outdoor pool 

(remove 50m 

pool) 

Option 3 

Redevelop 

outdoor pool  

(new 50m pool) 

Option 4 

Combined 

Outdoor / indoor 

pool @ Leisure 

Centre  

(new 25m pool) 

Total 

Development 

Cost 

$462,000 $125,000(1) $10,000,000m(1) $2,420,000m(1) 

Indicative 

Operating Costs 

Per annum 

Option 1 

Refurnish 

outdoor pool 

only 

Option 2 

Part Retain 

outdoor pool 

(remove 50m 

pool) 

Option 3 

Redevelop 

outdoor pool  

(new 50m pool) 

Option 4 

Combined 

Outdoor / indoor 

pool @ Leisure 

Centre  

(new 25m pool) 

Outdoor Pool $190,500  $140,500  $190,500   

Leisure Centre $452,000  $452,000 $452,000 $552,000 

Total Operating 

Costs 

$642,500  $592,500 $642,500  $552,000 

(1) Costing estimate based on upper limit 

 

It should be noted that, although the Refurbish option involves a one-off capital cost, it is 

likely that maintenance costs will continue to increase.  Given the age of the complex and its 

relatively pool physical condition, it is likely that upgrade works will not completely remedy 

any problems.  Hence, it is probable that further major rectification works will be required.  

The timing of these works is difficult to project, and may occur at any time. 

 

Over a 10 year period the capital and operating costs for the refurbish, part retain and 

relocate options are similar. It is highly likely that within the next five to 10 years the existing 

Swan Hill Outdoor Pool will have reached the end of its effective life and a major 
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redevelopment will be needed. Consequently, over the longer term (10 plus years), the 

relocate option is expected to be the lowest cost option for Council. 

 

All swimming pools have a finite life. The pool tank and buildings have a much longer life 

than the plant and equipment used to filter, treat and heat the pool water. The engineering 

assessment indicates that both the physical infrastructure and plant and equipment will need 

significant repairs in the short to medium term and likely replacement in the medium to long 

term. In addition, annual attendance of approximately 20,000 indicates that it does not have 

a high level of use.  

 

Council can retain all or part of the existing outdoor swimming facilities with the likely impact 

that maintenance costs will continue at their current level or increase, and attendances and 

revenues will decline as some elements, eg 50m pool, are decommissioned. The net impact 

is increasing annual costs to Council.  It should also be noted that the décor and 

appearance of the existing facility is dated, and the new bridge over the river may impact 

on the site. 

 

The configuration of water spaces at the Swan Hill Leisure Centre is restricting use and hence 

revenue generation. Additional water space is required, which may be a mix of indoor, 

outdoor and heated water. Thus, it seems prudent to plan to relocate the outdoor swimming 

facilities to the leisure centre at some time in the future. In the short term, maintain the 

existing outdoor facilities in a safe and hygienic manner.      

Pool size  

The existing outdoor pool is 50m long. The main reason that 50m pools are constructed is for 

competitions. Although competitions up to world championships are held in 25m pools, there 

is a general perception that 50m pools are needed for regional and local swim meets.  

 

From a revenue perspective, the number of events that can only be conducted in a 50m 

pool is very small.  School and local swimming club meets can be, and are held, in 25m 

pools. Regional swimming competitions may prefer a 50m pool, and country championships 

may mandate a 50m pool.  The number of meets and revenue generated by constructing a 

50m pool is relatively small, and does not compensate for the increased capital and 

operational costs compared with a 25m pool. The most cost effective solution, which also 

meets existing and projected demand, is to construct a 25m pool. 

 

The major consideration should not be the length of a pool, rather the water area (length by 

width), depth and water temperature. These factors determine the amount and type of use 

of swimming pools. Deep water tends to exclude users such as non-swimmers, while separate 

pools allow water to be heated to different temperatures to accommodate a range of uses. 

Flexibility in terms of water depth and temperature increases the operational viability of 

aquatic venues. 

 

Generally, a 50m pool has a greater capital development cost. Comparing operating costs 

will primarily depend upon the volume of water, as it impacts utility and pool chemical costs.  

If a 25m and 50m pool has the same volume of water, they will both have similar utility, pool 

chemical, cleaning and lifeguarding costs. However, it is likely that a 50m pool will have a 

larger volume of water and hence higher operating costs, but not increased lifeguarding 

costs. 
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Assessment 

Visitations There is no evidence that the number of people using the 

outdoor pool will vary substantially whether it is located at its 

current site or at the leisure entre. However, a new or 

redeveloped outdoor pool either at its current location or at 

the leisure centre will have an increase in use compared with 

the existing outdoor pool. 

Operating costs A new outdoor 25m by 25m pool will have significantly 

reduced operating costs than the existing 50m pool.  If 

located at the Leisure Centre, it will also have lower 

overhead/management costs. 

Potential funding A new outdoor pool at the Leisure Centre may have a 

greater probability of generating a State or Federal 

government subsidy  

Capital cost to Council  In the long term the capital cost to Council to construct an 

outdoor 25m pool at the leisure centre is much lower than 

redeveloping or replacing the existing outdoor pool complex.  

 

The current state of the water slide also needs to be further 

examined over this period. 

 

Social and economic 

impacts 

Relocating an outdoor pool at the leisure centre provides 

significant economic impacts with equal highest number of 

construction and ongoing operational jobs and largest local 

purchases of materials, services and products. Relocating the 

outdoor pool provides an opportunity to commercially 

develop the existing site in accordance to Council’s riverfront 

masterplan. 

Community access Creating a new regional recreation and aquatic leisure 

centre that supports local sporting, health and educational 

precincts and is in line with Swan Hill’s new residential growth 

area.  Location provides scope for future expansion. 

 

It is recommended that Council: 

 Adopts in principle the option to close and demolish the existing outdoor pool and 

constrict an outdoor pool at the Swan Hill Leisure Centre.   

 Construct 25m by 25m outdoor pool at the leisure centre. 

 Undertake a detailed technical assessment, feasibility and business case to determine 

accurate costs,  detailed works required and concept plans 

6.3 Swan Hill Leisure Centre 

The major development issues that have to be addressed at Swan Hill Leisure Centre relate to 

the amount of water space available, some additional dry spaces and an upgrade to the 

filtration system. In addition, the potential to establish an aquatic destination by constructing 

aquatic play features may be appropriate if an outdoor pool is constructed. 

 

It is recommended that Council: 

 Review chemical storage to ensure separation of interactive chemicals. 

 Install separate filtration and water treatment plant and equipment for the Toddlers’ 

pool. 

 Indoor water space be increased by constructing a warm water program pool, for 
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example 15m by 10m suitable for swimming lessons, water exercise and water therapy. 

 Construct a water slide to complement the indoor/outdoor swimming pools, which 

can be used year round. 

 Construct water play elements in line with the relocation of the outdoor pool. 

 Make appropriate changes to the building to ensure it is fully accessible and has 

adequate change rooms and toilets for customers using the outdoor pool. 

 Construct a multipurpose activity space, suitable for group fitness classes and other 

physical activities. 

 Expand the gymnasium. 

 Install an ultra-violet secondary system to remove most of the chloramines generated 

during chemical water treatment and protect exposed metallic framework. 

6.4 Robinvale Leisure Centre  

The swimming pool at Robinvale Leisure Centre appears to be meeting community 

expectations and demand. A number of improvements are required to ensure the facility 

satisfies the health and regulatory standards. 

 

It is recommended that Council: 

 Repair or replace tiles on the vertical and horizontal hob and upper wall surfaces. 

 Review chemical storage to ensure separation of interactive chemicals. 

 Install separate filtration and water treatment plant and equipment for the toddlers’ 

pool. 

 Upgrade filters to meet compliant filter filtration rate. 

6.5 Nyah Swimming Pool  

The swimming pool at Nyah appears to be meeting community expectations and demand. 

A number of improvements are required to improve the amenity of the facility and ensure 

the facility satisfies the health and regulatory standards. 

 

It is recommended that Council: 

 Undertake rectification work on cracks on the concourse. 

 Review chemical storage to ensure separation of interactive chemicals. 

 Install separate filtration and water treatment plant and equipment for the toddlers’ 

pool. 

 Upgrade filters to meet compliant filter filtration rate. 

 Upgrade plant and equipment to ensure required turnover periods and rates are met 

 Investigate and undertake appropriate rectification works to eliminate the loss of water 

from the 33m pool. 

 Install solar panels and solar blankets, with rollers, to increase the pool water 

temperature. 
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6.6 Manangatang Swimming Pool  

The swimming pool at Manangatang appears to be meeting community expectations and 

demand. A number of improvements are required to improve the amenity and ensure the 

facility satisfies the health and regulatory standards. 

 

It is recommended that Council: 

 Investigate cracking of the lap pool floor slab and undertake restoration work. 

 Investigate and undertake appropriate rectification work to eliminate the loss of water 

from the 25m pool. 

 Undertake rectification work on the concourse slabs. 

 Review chemical storage to ensure separation of interactive chemicals. 

 Install separate filtration and water treatment plant and equipment for the toddlers’ 

pool. 

 Upgrade filters to meet compliant filter filtration rate. 

 Upgrade plant and equipment to ensure required turnover periods and rates are met 

 Install separate filtration and water treatment plant and equipment for the toddlers’ 

pool. 

 Upgrade filters to meet compliant filter filtration rate. 

6.7 Aquatic play 

6.7.1 Water play park 

A number of options were considered for the location of a splash park in Swan Hill including 

Riverside Park within the Swan Hill Outdoor Pool precinct, and the Swan Hill Leisure Centre.  

 

Site requirements include: 

 Adequate size site 

 Accessibility  

 Minimise operating costs 

 Support existing Council plans and strategies 

 Economic and social benefits 

 Co-location with complementary activities and facilities 

 

In comparing site options, some aspects will be neutral, such as capital development cost, 

operating costs and supervision costs.  At all sites, staff responsible for managing the water 

quality at the existing pools can also be responsible for the water park’s water quality. At 

both locations separate water filtration and treatment equipment will need to be installed to 

meet relevant regulations. 

 

Advantages of the Riverside Park site include: 

 Adds exciting components to existing “adventure/active playground” facilities 

 Links in with existing public space and tourism products 

 Central location - walking distance to CBD  

 Natural shade and green space environment 

 High quality existing infrastructure eg paths, seats, shelter, toilets, barbeque, lighting, 

parking 
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Accessing Riverside Park BIG 4 provides additional benefits including: 

 Possible access to existing filtration systems – reduce capital costs / maintaining water 

quality 

 Reduce vandalism and inappropriate behaviour 

 Maintenance and management of the water park could be included into Council’s 

contract with the Riverside Caravan Park 

 Provides opportunity to increase visitation numbers and secondary spend 

 

 
 

It is recommended that Council: 

 Construct a major 200m2 water play park at the southern entrance of Riverside Park, 

adjacent to the caravan park, subject to the maintenance and management of the 

water park being included in the BIG 4 Riverside Caravan Park management contract. 

 Enable free public use of the water park. 

6.7.2 General play 

One of the main aquatic centre markets is recreational aquatic play. Consequently, 

adequate equipment should be provided to cater for the needs of customers of all ages.   

 

Installing a permanent aquatic play feature is costly to purchase and install, and depending 

upon the type of facility may have high operating costs. Consequently, small play 

equipment and larger play equipment which can be shared between aquatic centres may 

be a cost effective solution. 

 

It is recommended that Council: 

 Provide small play equipment at each aquatic centre such as mats, tyre inner tubes, 

floating volleyball nets and basketball hoops and balls. 

 Purchase a collection of inflatable play features of varying size and rotated around the 

five aquatic centres. 
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6.8 Safety and accessibility  

The Royal Life Saving Society Australia (RLSSA) Guidelines for Safe Pool Operation provide a 

series of detailed recommendations to ensure swimming pools are safe, accessible and fit for 

purpose. It is imperative that the recommendations in these guidelines are followed. 

 

It is recommended that Council: 

 Provide adequate safety equipment at each aquatic centre. 

 Provide adequate shade over all outdoor toddlers’ and teaching pools, and on 

outdoor spectator areas, particularly over popular sites such as grass embankments.  

 Engage an independent, qualified party to assess accessibility into and around each 

aquatic centre, and any deficiencies rectified as soon as possible. 

 Commission RLSSA to provide an annual safety assessment of each Council swimming 

facility.  

6.9 Design briefs 

Design briefs for a series of developments recommended are summarised: 

Swan Hill Outdoor Pool  

All buildings, pools and other infrastructure to be demolished and the site remediated to 

enable future redevelopment or reuse. 

Swan Hill Leisure Centre 

Aquatic elements to be developed include: 

 Outdoor swimming pool located adjacent to the indoor swimming pool to create an 

indoor/outdoor aquatic space with easy access to change rooms and toilets. Outdoor 

swimming pool features: 

 25m x 25m pool 

 Depth from 0.9m – 1.8m 

 Ramp entry 

 Heated using combination of solar and mechanical heating 

 Independent heating and water treatment system 

 Shade structure, including natural shade  

 Picnic tables and chairs 

 Hard and soft landscaped areas for spectators and swimmers 

 Indoor warm water program pool located adjacent to the existing indoor swimming 

pools: 

 15m x 10m depth ranging from 0.6m to 0.9m 
 Independent heating and water treatment system 
 Fixed spectator seating allowing supervision of users by caregivers 

 All year waterslide with entry from indoors and a plunge pool/chute indoors near 

shallow end of the swimming facilities. Preferably a multi-tube slide will be constructed 

to cater for all ages and ‘thrill’ levels. 

 Indoor/outdoor splash pad 30m x 30m with at least 10 water spray features to be 

located in an aquatic leisure zone and complementing the water slide. 

 Additional amenities to cater for increased use of the aquatic facilities likely to be in 

the order of 100m2 including open shower block, and individual and family unisex 

change cubicles. 
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 Upgrade water treatment systems to ensure compliance with appropriate regulations. 

 

Dry elements to be developed include: 

 Multipurpose activity space to meet demand at least 200m2. 

 Expand existing gym by an additional to meet demand, for example 100m2. 

 Building modifications to ensure compliance with DDA and building regulations. 

Water park 

The water play area design is to include: 

 200m2 zero depth pad with at least 20 aquatic play features including sprays, tipping 

bucket and slides. 

 Water treatment infrastructure to meet relevant regulations. 

6.10 Management models 

6.10.1 Management options 

Six primary management models exist, although each model can have multiple variations. In 

practice, management models fit into three categories: 

 In house management by local government 

 External  management by a non local government organisation 

 Shared management whereby a formal agreement will establish the basic operating 

responsibilities of parties to the agreement.  Once the agreement has been 

negotiated, the facility will be managed either in house or by an external 

management organisation. 

 

When deciding on the most appropriate management model, it must be recognised that no 

one management model will suit all facilities and situations.  Consequently, a unique solution 

must be designed to meet the specific needs of Council, the facility and its community.   

6.10.2  Factors to consider 

In deciding the most appropriate management model, a suite of factors should be 

considered. 

 

Factor Issues to consider 

Asset management 

Determine the importance of 

maintaining these facilities in a safe, 

working condition. 

Council has invested substantial funds into the 

development and operation of recreation facilities.   

 

Asset management involves at least three 

elements, which are not necessarily mutually 

exclusive: 

 Day to day (ie minor) maintenance and 

repairs 

 Cyclical and major maintenance and repairs 

 Structural maintenance and repairs  

Presentation of the facility 

Determine the importance of the 

presentation and appearance of 

The quality and standard of maintenance and 

cleaning of a recreation facility will have a 

significant impact on its presentation. Consumers 
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Factor Issues to consider 

facilities. have increasing expectations regarding the level 

of presentation and the quality of maintenance.   

Finance 

Determine the importance of the 

cost to operate a facility and level of 

certainty to meet budget 

projections. 

The cost of operating recreation facilities varies 

substantially. When full cost accounting for a 

recreation facility is used it will include: 

 Overhead costs (eg IT, management 

supervision, payroll, book keeping and 

accounting functions).  

 Depreciation and/or loan servicing costs. 

 Operating costs (eg income and expenditures 

related directly to the facility). 

 Capital development, capital upgrades and 

major restorative maintenance works. 

 

In addition, the certainty of operating within a 

predetermined budget may be important.    

Financial contribution 

Determine the importance of a 

known or guaranteed income 

stream to support the operation 

and/or development of a facility. 

Long term financial sustainability of recreation 

facilities can be enhanced through financial 

contributions to use of the facility and for capital 

development and upgrades. Wherever possible 

some form of guaranteed income stream should 

be generated. 

Control 

Determine the importance of 

retaining control over operational 

and/or policy matters impacting 

upon the facility. 

The level of control that Council wishes to retain 

over various facets of a recreation facility’s 

operation, from staff selection to pricing to 

programming priorities, has a direct influence on 

the management model selected.   

 

Council can retain some rights such as pricing, use 

by community clubs and maintenance, but may 

not require direct control over other aspects such 

as staffing and programming. 

 

A significant issue relating to the level of control is 

the level of involvement in the day to day 

operation of the recreation facility by Councillors. 

In other words the level of delegated authority that 

elected members will give to officers to implement 

policies. 

Cost of changing management 

model 

Determine the importance, and cost 

of short term staffing expenses 

against the benefits of changing the 

management model. 

The cost to change a management model is 

usually a significant factor when management 

changes from direct management to external 

management.  

Responding to market demands 

Determine the importance of staff 

responding rapidly to changing 

markets demands. 

Council has high levels of governance and probity.  

Consequently, strict protocols and procedures 

must be observed.   

 

Conversely, staff working in a dynamic industry, 

such as recreation facility management, should 

not be unduly constrained when responding to an 

evolving market place. For example, promotional 

strategies and program pricing may need to be 
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Factor Issues to consider 

implemented on short notice. 

Longevity of management 

Determine the importance of stability 

and longevity of management and 

relationships 

A consistent approach to management is usually in 

the best interests of all stakeholders. It allows for 

relationships between owner, operator and 

consumers to be developed. Conversely frequent 

changes in management structures can have a 

negative influence on the operational viability. 

  

Performance indicators 

Determine the importance of 

meeting KPIs 

Recreation facilities are developed to meet the 

needs and wants of the community and market.  

Managers of recreation facilities are also required 

to deliver specific outcomes, based on the policy 

and priorities of Council. 

Core purpose 

Determine the importance of the 

facility as a public – merit – private 

good or service 

 

Recreation facilities tend to be developed as 

community infrastructure as a public service.   

 

Examples exist of local government owned 

recreation facilities that are specifically developed 

as commercial facilities. Where a recreation facility 

sits on the public – merit – private good/service 

continuum will have a significant impact on the 

management model adopted. 

Management capability 

Determine the importance of 

providing industry knowledge, 

support and guidance to 

operational staff 

 

Managing a recreation facility requires specific 

skills at all levels. At the facility level skills can be 

obtained through staff selection. At the senior 

organisational levels (eg Council executive staff), 

another set of recreation facility management skills 

are required.  

 

Management capability is a reflection of the skills 

of staff at all levels, and especially at the higher 

levels who are required to provide support and 

guidance to operational staff.  

Risk management 

Determine the importance of 

managing risk through the 

management model 

Risk management is the joint responsibility of the 

owner, operator and user of a recreation facility.  

 

From a Council perspective, a key issue to be 

addressed is its level of risk, which is directly related 

to the management model adopted. It is also 

apparent that risk will not be eliminated whilst 

retaining ownership of a recreation facility. 

6.10.3  Assessment 

In simple terms, there are good and bad examples of in house managed recreation facilities 

and good and bad examples of externally managed recreation facilities. The relative 

importance of each factor discussed above has to be made before choosing a 

management model. Key points to note are that: 

 Both in house and external management of recreation facilities will achieve policy 

outcomes desired by Council if the management model is correctly structured.  

 There is no evidence that in house or external management models have different cost 

structures when all direct and indirect costs are included. However, commercial 

operators have greater emphasis on maximising revenues, and minimising 
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expenditures. 

 The relative importance of a small number of criteria will suggest whether in house or 

external management is most appropriate. 

 The quality, skill and experience of the on-site manager, and the degree of autonomy 

given to the manager will be the greatest determinant of financial success. 

 

In house management is best suited to situations where: 

 Council wishes to exert a high level of control over the day to day operation of the 

facility, including elected members making operational decisions on an ad hoc basis. 

 Council wants to ensure that the facility is maintained to a high standard and has the 

capacity to provide adequate funds for all categories of asset management including 

cyclical and structural maintenance. 

 Council wants to directly manage its potential risk exposure.  

 

In house management is not best suited to situations where: 

 Council does not have senior and/or executive staff with skills and experience in 

managing, operating and/or maintaining the type of recreation facility under 

consideration. 

 

External management is best suited to situations where: 

 Council wishes to minimise the cost of operating the recreation facility. 

 Council wants to attract capital investment in the facility or plant and equipment. 

 Council wants a fixed budget to operate a recreation facility. 

 The recreation facility competes in a dynamic market, requiring rapid response to 

changing market conditions. 

 

Two management models have been adopted by Council: 

1 External contract management by Belgravia Leisure at Swan Hill Leisure Centre, Swan Hill 

Outdoor Pool and Robinvale Leisure Centre. Under this model, two contracts were 

negotiated with similar terms and conditions, expiring in 2021 or 2022, depending upon 

the period in which the initial contract is extended. Under the contract, Council pays an 

operating subsidy and the contractor manages and maintains the facilities on a day to 

day basis. The management contract provides the parameters under which the facilities 

are operated. 

2 Community based committees of management at Nyah and Manangatang swimming 

pools. Separate occupancy leases were negotiated with local community 

management groups. Under the leases, Council and the community management 

group have specific roles and responsibilities including maintenance, programming and 

financial.  

 

Both Manangatang and Nyah pool committees have indicated difficulty in finding 

adequate trained staff to operate the pools. Combining management of all five pools will 

allow movement of staff between pools. This analysis can be applied to both in house or 

external management. Currently, an informal system exists whereby Belgravia Leisure assists 

by providing qualified staff for Nyah and Manangatang pools on a short term and 

emergency basis when needed. 

 

The pool committees at both Nyah and Manangatang support the continuation of the 

existing governance structure. They both believe that local community management results 

in greater community involvement and a sense of ownership by the local communities. The 
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role of Manangatang and Nyah pool committees may have to be changed to allow 

collective management of all pools. 

 

No compelling rationale has been identified for changing the management model at any of 

the facilities. To ensure current management models are the best fit for the Swan Hill region 

community, they should be market tested. This will allow all potential operators to submit 

offers to manage the aquatic centres either individually or collectively as a group. In 

addition, the term and expiry date each contract should be coordinated so they can be 

advertised as individual or group contracts. 

 

It is recommended that Council: 

 Synchronise all aquatic centre contracts to have the same expiry date.  

 Market test current management models when existing contracts have been 

synchronised.  

6.11 Cost and benefits 

An assessment of the cost and benefits and the per-visit subsidy paid by Council for its 

aquatic centres has been estimated. The total cost of delivering each aquatic facility 

includes direct and indirect costs incurred by Council, plus the estimated operating loss for 

the aquatic components at Swan Hill and Robinvale leisure centres. 

6.11.1  Benefits of aquatic facilities 

A significant number of studies have researched and identified benefits derived from 

provision of aquatic and recreation centres. Conclusions and implications from two studies 

are summarised:  

 

Community Benefits of Victorian Aquatic and Recreation Centres (ARC) (2014) study found: 

 Centre users participate in a variety of moderate and vigorous physical activity that 

exceeds the normal physical activity patterns of most Australians. This makes an 

important contribution to participants’ health. 

 Most centre users may be among the truly dedicated physical activity participants so 

there would be value for ARCs to attract a wider range of users, especially from 

disadvantage sectors of the community. 

 The ARC goals / vision express a desire to address the social and community 

development activities in their operations, but there may be economic impediments 

and limited resources to pursue these goals. ARCs need to review these goals and their 

operations to determine how they can make the social aspects of their operations a 

larger part of their main activities. 

 ARCs contribute to local social capital, but it tends to not be particularly strong. ARC 

management may need to review how they interact with their customers to facilitate 

the development of community connections. 

 ARCs are important economic entities in their local communities. They provide: 

 Facilities, programs and services for their local residents 

 Employment for local residents 

 Employment for local contractors 

 ARC activities are important contributors to the local community. Users value their visit 

to the centre at almost $48 per visit, the centres provide an average $38 million of 

benefits, and $7.60 of value for every dollar of expenditure. The value of their 
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operations needs to be better recognised by the wider community and political 

decision makers. 

 Overall, the research has identified that ARCs are making important community and 

economic contributions to their local communities. 

 

A professional paper titled ’Personal benefits for Australian public aquatic and recreation 

centre customers’, prepared by Dr Gary Howat offered a number of implications for aquatic 

and recreation centre operators based on participants’ likely benefits and physical activity 

levels: 

 Aquatic and recreation centre operators should more overtly promote the health and 

fitness benefits of activities at their centres. 

 Centre operators should provide participants with positive experiences that enhance 

their ability to achieve desired benefits tailored by activity and age groupings. 

 Factors having the greatest impact on specific activity groups (fitness classes, 

gym/health club, and lap swimming) include health and fitness, self-esteem and skill, 

and enjoyment benefits. 

 Aquatic education participants were influenced most by enjoyment, followed by self-

esteem and skill, and then health andfitness benefits. 

 Only a half (52%) of the respondents rated the importance of social benefits as ‘high’ 

or ‘very high’, especially fitness class and aquatic education respondents. 

 Achieving social benefits was a significant predictor of overall benefits for 40% of fitness 

class respondents and about 70% of aquatic education respondents. 

 Achieving health and fitness benefits was also an important driver of physical activity 

levels. 

 Higher levels of physical activity were more likely when respondents felt their motivation 

to exercise was mainly due to their own choice because they enjoyed the activity 

(intrinsic motivation), and /or they valued the benefits of the activity (identified 

regulation). 

 Older age groups (50 years and over) placed a high priority on achieving health and 

fitness benefits as well as managing pain and illness as constraints to physical activity. 

 The highest priority for the under 50 years groups was achieving health and fitness 

benefits followed by feelings of personal accomplishment including improved skill levels 

and self esteem. This was especially the case for aquatic education and gym/health 

club respondents. 

 The ability to achieve success in competition was linked to higher levels of physical 

activity, especially for the under 50 years groups. 

 Physical activity levels for the under 50 years groups were constrained by fear and lack 

of confidence (e.g. fear of participation in physical activity, lack of knowledge and 

lack of self confidence). 

 Time was the most influential constraint to physical activity for the 30-49 years group. 

6.11.2  Cost of aquatic centres  

Total Council expenditure on aquatic facilities at Swan Hill and Robinvale leisure centres are 

estimated based on the actual aquatic revenue, plus a percentage of the operating costs 

calculated as a proportion of aquatic attendances compared with total attendances, for 

both facilities (SHLC = 41%, RLC = 31%). At Swan Hill, Nyah and Manangatang outdoor pools, 

total Council costs are based on Council’s operating subsidy plus direct expenditures by 

Council.   
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Facility 

Aquatic 

Attendance 

Council 

Expenditure (1) 

Attendance 

per $ subsidy 

Swan Hill Leisure Centre 39,100 $350,705 $11.39 

Swan Hill Outdoor Pool  19,500 $240,806 $12.35 

Robinvale Leisure Centre  8,200 $140,933 $17.19 

Nyah Swimming Pool 6,200 $47,665 $7.69 

Manangatang Swimming Pool(1) 6,200 $63,568 $10.25 

(1) Includes estimated operating loss of the aquatic centre and direct Council expenditures 
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Based on the research and information collected and analysed in the preceding chapters a series of recommendations are presented, with 

actions, priorities and indicative, high level costs based on industry experience. 

7.1 Action plan 

Recommendations relating to water treatment and filtration are needed to comply with the Victorian Pool Operators Handbook, the Pool 

Water Treatment Advisory Groups publications or other regulatory authority publications. 

 

Action Priority Cost (1) 

Swan Hill Outdoor Pool   

Demolish the Swan Hill Outdoor Pool  High $120,000 

if the facility is retained:   

Undertake rectification work to tiling on the hobs and gutter grating on all the pools. High $60,000 

Undertake rectification work on the concourse slabs, which have numerous cracks (shrinkage and 

structural) to ensure foot hazards are not permitted to grow and become dangerous to users. Medium $60,000 

Investigate and undertake appropriate rectification works to eliminate the continuous loss of very large 

volumes of water from the 50m pool, which is likely indicative of serious cracking and probable pipe failure. High $240,000+ 

Review compliant storage of the chemicals and separate interactive chemicals. High $24,000 

Install separate filtration and water treatment plant and equipment for the toddlers’ pool. High $18,000 

Upgrade filters to meet compliant filter filtration rate. High $60,000 

Swan Hill Leisure Centre   

Review compliant storage of the chemicals and separate interactive chemicals. High $24,000 

Install separate filtration and water treatment plant and equipment for the toddlers’ pool High $18,000 

 

7 RECOMMENDATIONS 
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Action Priority Cost (1) 

Increase indoor water space by constructing a warm water program pool, for example 15m x 10m suitable 

for swimming lessons and water exercise. Medium $720,000 

Construct a 25m x 10 lane (25m) outdoor swimming pool.  High $1.8m +/- $0.5m 

Construct a water slide to complement the indoor/outdoor swimming pools, which can be used year 

round. Low 

$1.2m +/- 

$0.25m 

Make appropriate changes to the building to ensure it is fully accessible and has adequate change rooms 

and toilets for customers using the outdoor pool. Medium $180,000 

Construct a multipurpose activity space, suitable for group fitness classes and other physical activities. Low $300,000 

Expand the gymnasium footprint High $300,000 

Install an ultra-violet secondary system to ensure removal of most of the chloramines generated during 

chemical water treatment and protection of any metallic framework where exposed. Low $120,000 

Robinvale Leisure Centre   

Repair or replace tiles on the vertical and horizontal hob and upper wall surfaces as they had numerous 

defects, including delaminated and lifting tiles, as well as cracked, broken and missing tiles. High $30,000 

Review compliant storage of the chemicals and separate interactive chemicals. High $24,000 

Install separate filtration and water treatment plant and equipment for the toddlers’ pool. High $18,000 

Upgrade filters to meet compliant filter filtration rate. High $36,000 

Nyah Swimming Pool   

Undertake rectification work on the concourse slabs, which have numerous cracks to ensure foot hazards 

are not permitted to grow and become dangerous to users. High $42,000 

Review compliant storage of the chemicals and separate interactive chemicals. High $18,000 

Install separate filtration and water treatment plant and equipment for the toddlers’ pool. High $18,000 

Upgrade filters to meet compliant filter filtration rate. High $36,000 

Upgrade plant and equipment to ensure required turnover periods and rates are met. High $30,000 

Investigate and undertake appropriate rectification works to eliminate the loss of water from the main pool. Medium $120,000 
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Action Priority Cost (1) 

Install solar panels and solar blankets, with rollers, to increase the pool water temperature. Medium $60,000 

Manangatang Swimming Pool   

Investigate cracking of the 25m pool floor slab adjacent to some of the visible floor slab expansion joints 

and undertake restoration work. Medium $120,000 

Investigate and undertake appropriate rectification works to eliminate the loss of water from the main pool. Medium included above 

Undertake rectification work on the concourse slabs which were in poor condition with numerous cracks to 

ensure foot hazards are not permitted to grow and become dangerous to users. Medium $36,000 

Review compliant storage of the chemicals and separate interactive chemicals. High $18,000 

Install separate filtration and water treatment plant and equipment for the toddlers’ pool. High $18,000 

Upgrade filters to meet compliant filter filtration rate. High $36,000 

Upgrade plant and equipment ensure required turnover periods and rates are met. High $30,000 

Aquatic Play   

Make small play equipment available for customers at each aquatic centre such as mats, tyre inner tubes, 

floating volleyball nets and basketball hoops and balls. Medium $6,000 

Purchase a collection of inflatable play features of varying size and rotate them around the five aquatic 

centres. Low $30,000 

Construct a major water play park adjacent to, or with the property boundary of the BIG 4 Riverside 

Caravan Park, subject to the caravan park agreeing to maintain and supervise the water play park.  [Note: 

Passive surveillance only is required. As it is a zero depth facility a lifeguard is not required.] Low $1.2m +/- $250K 

Management   

Continue existing management and governance arrangements for the pools with minor amendments 

including a requirement that the contractor at the Swan Hill and Robinvale leisure centres provide qualified 

lifeguards to the Nyah and Manangatang pools for short term emergency periods. Medium Nil 

Have Council staff continue to support the pool committees at Nyah and Manangatang to ensure their 

ongoing sustainability. Ongoing No extra cost 

Extend the term of existing contracts for each aquatic centre to have a common expiry date. Low Nil 
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Action Priority Cost (1) 

At the expiry of the existing contracts, advertise all five aquatic centres as individual or a group 

management contracts. Low 

No cost and 

potential saving 

Investigate the cost, benefits and risks of preparing in-house bids to manage some or all its aquatic centres. 

Low 

In house staff 

time and cost 

Safety and accessibility    

Provide adequate safety equipment at each aquatic centre. High $6,000 per site 

Install permanent and portable signage to ensure customers are aware of the depth of each swimming 

pool. High $6,000 per site 

Provide adequate shade over all outdoor toddlers’ and teaching pools, and outdoor spectator areas, 

particularly over popular sites such as grass embankments. [Note: Shade structures and trees exist at Nyah, 

Manangatang, Robinvale and Swan Hill outdoor pools to protect customers. It may be appropriate to 

increase the amount of shaded area and ensure they are appropriately maintained and replaced at the 

end of their effective life.] Low 

$12,000 per 

annum 

Engage an independent, qualified party to assess accessibility into and around each aquatic centre, and 

rectify any deficiencies prior to the swimming season. Medium $12,000 

Commission RLSSA to provide an annual safety assessment of each Council swimming facility.  

High 

$12,000 per 

annum 
(1) Costs are high level estimates based on a range of sources including Rider Levett Bucknall – Riders Digest 2019, cost estimates provided for similar projects, general industry 

cost trends and including a 20% contingency amount.   

7.2 Maintenance plan 

A costed maintenance plan has been extracted from the recommended actions above. In addition to the works detailed below, routine 

ongoing maintenance tasks will continue as currently occurs, and funded from recurrent expenditures. 

 

Action Priority Cost (1) 

Swan Hill Outdoor Pool (if the facility is retained)   

Undertake rectification work to tiling on the hobs and gutter grating on all the pools. High $60,000 

Undertake rectification work on the concourse slabs, which have numerous cracks (shrinkage and Medium $60,000 
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Action Priority Cost (1) 

structural) to ensure foot hazards are not permitted to grow and become dangerous to users. 

Investigate and undertake appropriate rectification works to eliminate the continuous loss of very large 

volumes of water from the 50m pool, which is likely indicative of serious cracking and probable pipe failure. High $240,000+ 

Review compliant storage of the chemicals and separate interactive chemicals. High $24,000 

Install separate filtration and water treatment plant and equipment for the toddlers’ pool. High $18,000 

Upgrade filters to meet compliant filter filtration rate. High $60,000 

Swan Hill Leisure Centre   

Review compliant storage of the chemicals and separate interactive chemicals. High $24,000 

Install separate filtration and water treatment plant and equipment for the toddlers’ pool High $18,000 

Make appropriate changes to the building to ensure it is fully accessible and has adequate change rooms 

and toilets for customers using the outdoor pool. Medium $180,000 

Robinvale Leisure Centre   

Repair or replace tiles on the vertical and horizontal hob and upper wall surfaces as they had numerous 

defects, including delaminated and lifting tiles, as well as cracked, broken and missing tiles. High $30,000 

Review compliant storage of the chemicals and separate interactive chemicals. High $24,000 

Install separate filtration and water treatment plant and equipment for the toddlers’ pool. High $18,000 

Upgrade filters to meet compliant filter filtration rate. High $36,000 

Nyah Swimming Pool   

Undertake rectification work on the concourse slabs, which have numerous cracks to ensure foot hazards 

are not permitted to grow and become dangerous to users. High $42,000 

Review compliant storage of the chemicals and separate interactive chemicals. High $18,000 

Install separate filtration and water treatment plant and equipment for the toddlers’ pool. High $18,000 

Upgrade filters to meet compliant filter filtration rate. High $36,000 

Upgrade plant and equipment to ensure required turnover periods and rates are met. High $30,000 
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Action Priority Cost (1) 

Investigate and undertake appropriate rectification works to eliminate the loss of water from the main pool. Medium $120,000 

Manangatang Swimming Pool   

Investigate cracking of the lap pool floor slab adjacent to some of the visible floor slab expansion joints and 

undertake restoration work. Medium $120,000 

Investigate and undertake appropriate rectification works to eliminate the loss of water from the main pool. Medium included above 

Undertake rectification work on the concourse slabs, which were in poor condition with numerous cracks to 

ensure foot hazards are not permitted to grow and become dangerous to users. Medium $36,000 

Review compliant storage of the chemicals and separate interactive chemicals . High $18,000 

Install separate filtration and water treatment plant and equipment for the toddlers’ pool. High $18,000 

Upgrade filters to meet compliant filter filtration rate. High $36,000 

Upgrade plant and equipment to ensure required turnover periods and rates are met. High $30,000 
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APPENDIX A:  

BACKGROUND INFORMATION  

Population analysis 

This population analysis has been extracted from the Swan Hill Region Economic 

Development Strategy 2017-2022, and the Swan Hill Rural City Council Plan 2017-2021. The 

Strategy and Plan documents provide key population and demographic data for the 

council area including: 

 The Swan Hill region has an estimated residential population of 21,000 people. The total 

population of the region has remained relatively stable over the past decade.  

 Swan Hill region attracts around 650,000 tourists each year, and is forecast to attract up 

to 700,000 tourists by 2022 

 The region has a low unemployment rate at 4.2%, with 7,927 employment positions 

within the region.  

 The Swan Hill community is made up of 51 per cent male and 49 per cent female. With 

a median age of 38 years.  

 Swan Hill SEIFA Index of Disadvantage measures the relative level of socio-economic 

disadvantage based on a range of Census characteristics. In 2016, Swan Hill  had a 

SEIFA index score of 947, below Regional Victoria’s score of 977 and Victorian State 

level of 1010.00. 

 Weekly household income in Swan Hill Rural Council area is $1094, which is below 

regional Victoria ($1124), and state of Victoria ($1416). 

 45% of the population is over 45 as of 2016, which is a substantial increase from 21% of 

the population over 45 in 2006.  

 

Table A.1 provides a summary of data relating to ethnicity and heritage over the last two 

census periods: 

 The Indigenous population is approximately 4% of the total population. 

 The number of residents born in Australia has declined whereas the number of people 

born overseas has increased. 

 The number of residents living in a household which only English is spoken has 

decreased, and the number of households in which other languages are spoken has 

increased. 

 

Table A.2 summarises the age profile of Swan Hill Rural City: 

 The demographic age spread across the region shows a strong level of population 

between 0 – 14, which then falls away between 15 – 24 before increasing again 

between 25 – 74 years of age. The trend over the past 20 years has been towards an 

ageing population 

 Children aged 0 - 14 years made up 19.1% of the population and people aged 65 

years and over made up 18.9% of the population. Both these age cohorts have a high 

proportion of the population than for Victoria and Australia. 

 Overall Swan Hill has a higher median age (40 years) than Victoria and Australia (37 

and 38 years respectively. 
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 The age profile suggests that demand will continue for facilities and programs for 

children and young people, combined with growing demand for services to meet an 

ageing population. Overall demand for aquatic facilities and programs is likely to 

increase in proportion to population growth.  

Table A.1: Ethnicity and heritage profile of Swan Hill Rural City 

 
2006 Census 2011 Census 2016 Census 

Total population 20,631 20,449 20,584 

Aboriginal  751 825 775 

Born Australia 17,329 16,749 15,364 

Born overseas 1,895 2,403 2,394 

English only households 17,688 17,006 15,707 

Other language households 1,859 2,402 2,373 

Table A.2: Age profile of Swan Hill Rural City 

Age 2006 Census 2011 Census 2016 Census 

0-4 years 1,353 1,426 1,326 

5-14 years 3,082 2,799 2,611 

15-19 years 1,507 1,407 1,275 

20-24 years 1,124 1,249 1,190 

25-34 years 2,411 2,370 2,520 

35-44 years 2,813 2,497 2,303 

45-54 years 2,855 2,800 2,704 

55-64 years 2,285 2,485 2,769 

65-74 years 1,641 1,764 2,044 

75-84 years 1,176 1,175 1,281 

85 Years + 392 478 563 

Total  20,631 20,449 20,584 

 

The employment data (refer to Table A.3) suggests that despite an increase in the population 

over the age of 15 from 2006 to 2016 (446 people), there has been a declining level of full 

time employment in the same period from 5,950 to 5,256. Growth in part time employment 

shows an increase of 143 over the same period.  

 

The impact is likely a reduced capacity to pay for community leisure activities over time, and 

is accounted for in the increasing ageing population within the Swan Hill Region. 

Table A.3: Employment profile of Swan Hill Rural City 

 
2006 Census 2011 Census 2016 Census 

Persons aged 15 years and over 16,200 16,221 16,646 

Employed, worked full-time 5,950 5,713 5,256 

Employed, worked part-time 2,562 2,596 2,705 

Employed, away from work 668 641 610 

Unemployed, looking for work 444 461 462 

Total labour force 9,627 9,408 9,032 
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Participation in swimming 

The Australian Bureau of Statistics produced two statistical reports relating to participation in 

sport. Participation in Sport and Physical Recreation, Australia, 2011-12 addresses 

participation at least once in the previous 12 months by people living in Victoria, aged over 

15 years and Children's Participation in Sport and Leisure Time Activities, 2003 to 2012 

addresses national participation at least once outside of school hours, in the previous 12 

months by people aged 5 to 14 years.  

Projected participation in swimming and diving 

In relation to swimming the reports have found: 

 

Age (years) 15–17 18–24 25–34 35–44 45–54 55–64 65 + 

Swimming/Diving 12.2% 8.5% 7.0% 10.1% 5.8% 9.1% 4.6% 
(1) Total participation rate for the population in swimming/diving 

 

Annual 

participation 

1–12 

times 

13–26 

times 

27–52 

times 

53–104 

times 

105+ 

times 

Swimming/Diving 29.3% 23.3% 24.5% 14.4% 8.5% 

 

Type of 

participation 

Organised 

only 

Non-organised 

only 

Both organised and 

non-organised 

Swimming/Diving 10.4% 87.3% 2.3% 

 

Children’s participation 2012 (1) 

5 – 8 Years 24.5% 

9 – 11 Year  18.1% 

11 – 14 Years 8.0% 
(1) Total does not add to 100% as each percentage relates to the participation rate to each age cohort. 

 

This data indicates the popularity of swimming for young children, and for non organised 

participation. It is also likely that a high proportion of young children participate in swimming 

lessons. 

 

Using the swimming participation rates and the age profile of Swan Hill Rural City Council 

area, an estimate of the total number of swims per annum can be made: 

 

Minimum: 48,875 

Maximum:  87,607 

 

This estimate includes swimming at all places, including the home, beaches and all 

categories of aquatic facilities (eg indoor and outdoor swimming pools). It is not known what 

proportion of swimming is undertaken a venues other than traditional swimming pools.  

 

The 2013 CERM PI Operational Management Benchmarks for Australian Public Sport, Leisure 

and Aquatic Centres found that the average number of visits per annum by people living 

within a 5km catchment was 5.5.  This finding was based on a survey of 90 indoor and 

outdoor pools throughout Australia.  Based on the population of Swan Hill of 20,584 the 

projected annual attendance will be approximately 113,223.  

Existing swimming attendances 

Available attendance data from the swimming pool operators shows total attendance at 

the five pools of approximately 79,200. 
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Pool Total attendance(2) 

Swan Hill Leisure Centre 39,100 

Swan Hill Outdoor Pool  19,500 

Robinvale Leisure Centre  8,200 

Nyah Swimming Pool 6,200 

Manangatang Swimming Pool(1) 6,200 

Total  79,200 
(3) No attendance data provided and is assumed to be similar to Nyah 

(4) Attendances have been rounded off to nearest 100 

Implications 

Existing attendances in Swan Hill Rural City Council area is in line with demand estimates 

based on ABS participation rates and 2016 census data. Whilst it is below the projections 

based on CERM data, this can be explained by the limited access to all year swimming and 

the limited choice available to residents. 

 

The key point to note is that based on this information, it is unlikely that substantial unmet 

demand for swimming facilities exist in Swan Hill Regional City area. Given the condition of 

the Swan Hill Outdoor Pool and the limited aquatic components within Swan Hill Leisure 

Centre, additional water space is needed to meet existing demand if the outdoor pool is 

closed. 

Document review 

Swan Hill Recreation Reserves Master Plan 

In 2017, Council engaged ASR Research to complete the Swan Hill Major Recreation 

Reserves Master Plan. The focus of this study was to develop a ten year plan for the future 

provision of sporting facilities within the municipality’s reserves. As part of this study, the 

following items were raised: 

 Potential relocation of the Swan Hill Outdoor Pool to the Swan Hill Showgrounds 

Reserve (alongside the Leisure Centre) 

 Expansion of the Swan Hill Leisure Centre to include a group fitness room, amenities for 

the swimming club, externally accessible public toilets, additional storage and an 

indoor program pool. 

 

While the study identified the Showgrounds Reserve as a potentially suitable site for a new 

outdoor pool (should it need to be relocated), it fell short of completing a cost benefit 

analysis and assessment of the existing facility to be able to provide a definitive 

recommendation on whether the pool should actually be relocated or not. 

Active Play Precinct Plan 

In 2016, Council engaged Jeavons Landscape Architects (JLA) to develop an Active Play 

Precinct Plan for Swan Hill Riverside Park. As part of the design work JLA investigated having a 

water play area within the park. Through this plan, Council is keen to undertake further 

analysis, to determine the most efficient and effective water play design, including running 

and maintenance costs, management and location within Swan Hill. 

Riverfront Master Plan 

The Swan Hill Riverfront Masterplan October 2013 outlines a vision for the future renewal of 

the riverfront precinct in Swan Hill. It identifies underlying characteristics and design 

parameters that are important to the identity of the site and guides future use and 

development to enhance social, environmental, cultural and economic values. 
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Key components of the master plan relevant to aquatic facilities include: 

 Retention of an outdoor swimming pool in the riverfront precinct to provide a safe way 

for  people to swim, while in close proximity to the river 

 A water play area (adjacent the adventure playground) in Riverside Park. Water 

provides a safe way for children and families to interact with the water. Water play 

would incorporate elements such as soft fall areas, bubblers, dumpers, spreaders and 

shallow  play areas arranged around a ‘beach zone’. Sculptural elements would also 

be included and would interpret the role of water within the park and in Swan Hill. 

 A large scale adventure playground and water play within Riverside Park. This facility 

would be a key attractor for locals and visitors to the riverfront, activate the riverfront, 

assist with the viability of additional nearby commercial development and strengthen 

the role and function of the park as a ‘family friendly’ space. 

 Relocation of the outdoor pool within Riverside Park was considered an undesirable 

option due to the size requirement for the facility and that it may reduce the area of 

public open space within Riverside Park. 

 Co-location with the existing indoor pool at the recreation reserve was considered the 

most suitable location for the relocation of the swimming pool.  A detailed study is 

required to determine its feasibility and if there is another more suitable location for the 

outdoor swimming pool within the riverfront. 

 The adventure playground and water play areas within Riverside Park involves 

consolidating the existing playground into a large adventure playground and water 

play space. The water play elements may include soft fall areas, bubblers, dumpers, 

spreaders and shallow play areas arranged around a ‘beach zone’ (refer to Plan 2.1) 

Plan A.1: Potential adventure playground and water play area 
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Council officer feedback 

Interviews were held with Council staff who have direct or indirect responsibility for the 

management and operation of the five aquatic centres in Swan Hill Rural City Council area. 

 Responsibility for the Nyah, Manangatang and Swan Hill outdoor pools is within the 

Infrastructure Directorate, whereas the Robinvale and Swan Hill leisure centres are 

within the Development and Planning Directorate. 

 Both Nyah and Manangatang pools are managed by a local incorporated committee 

under a lease/licence from Council. Nyah’s pool is on Council land and Manangatang 

pool is on a Crown Reserve. 

 Both Nyah and Manangatang committees have difficulties finding adequate qualified 

staff to operate the pools each year. They tend to employ university students, which 

presents a problem at the beginning and end of each season when they are at 

university. They also have difficulties attracting adequate volunteers to be a member of 

the committee. 

 The two pools have had works to upgrade plant and equipment about six years ago. 

While the Nyah pool seems to be structurally sound, the Manangatang pool was 

constructed on reactive soil, resulting in cracks and leakage from the pool. 

 Swan Hill Outdoor Pool is in poorer condition than the other two pools. Leaks from the 

pool have been repaired, however leakage has created voids under the pool which 

are a potential problem in future years. 

 Swan Hill Leisure Centre, Robinvale Leisure Centre and Swan Hill Outdoor Pool are all 

managed under contract to Belgravia Leisure. 

 A master plan for Riverside Park has recommended a water play park be established 

at the park. Council has not determined whether it should be located at the leisure 

centre or in a public space.  

Stakeholder feedback 

Stakeholder feedback was sought from a targeted list of stakeholders (refer to Table A.4) 

provided by council, specifically including: 

Table A.4: Targeted stakeholder feedback list 

Name Organisation 

Cr Lea Johnson Swan Hill Leisure Centre Committee of Management 

Cr Bill Moar Swan Hill Leisure Centre Committee of Management 

Tim Free Swan Hill Leisure Centre Committee of Management 

Peta Lindsay Swan Hill College 

Andrew Satori Swan Hill College 

Reg Packer Swan Hill Show Society Office 

President Junior Kelly Swan Hill Boxing Club 

Vice President Daniel Uebergang  Swan Hill Boxing Club 

President Anthony Blohm Swan Hill Football Netball Club 

Alan Hatcher Swan Hill Cricket Club 

Tony Di Palma Swan Hill Futsal 

 Swan Hill Fire Brigade 

Peta  Robinvale Leisure Centre Manager 
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Name Organisation 

Jesse Sherwood Sport and Recreation Victoria 

Paul Goudie Sport and Recreation Victoria 

Pat Ahern Council  

Cheryl Rogers Nyah Pool Committee 

Natalie Plant  Manangatang Pool Committee  

 

Stakeholders were contacted by telephone and provided a brief background to the project 

and an opportunity to respond to three general and open-ended questions. Stakeholders 

were also given the opportunity to provide further comments about the project outside of 

these three questions. The stakeholders contacted had in some cases already provided 

feedback through the e-survey, or declined to respond to all questions. The questions and 

the responses are provided below: 

Question 1: Do you have any general comments about the provision of swimming facilities in 

the Swan Hill Rural City Council area? 

 It is important to maintain the regional pools. The local communities don’t want to drive 

too far to visit other swimming centres, so it’s important that the regional pools be 

maintained to a level that is similar to the main swimming centres at Swan Hill. 

 Swan Hill Leisure Centre and outdoor pool used by Swan Hill College. It contributed 

funds to the leisure centre, and so we have a vested interest in maintaining its use. 

 The boxing club doesn’t use the swimming pool. 

 The indoor facility at Swan Hill is great for the football and netball club, due to 

proximity. 

 The cricket club doesn’t use the swimming pool. 

 Great that the strategy is being undertaken. SRV has a focus on universal design, about 

accessibility to all ages and genders, and many of the rural pools do not have as much 

access to all at this stage due to legacy design and build. 

Question 2: Do you have any specific comments about the swimming pools at Swan Hill 

Leisure Centre, Nyah, Manangatang and Robinvale?  

 Robinvale has a solar heating system that has never been used, and could be updated 

and maintained, which would open the opportunity to have the season extended. This 

would open the centre up to more use. We need a wet deck. 

 The role of aquatic facilities have been as community gathering places, and should go 

beyond the traditional lap swimming set up of the existing pools, incorporating other 

activities/splash pads/etc.  

 Rural pools have an important role within the community, and there is a need to create 

enhanced energy efficiency, and updated to new standards of facility. It would be ideal 

to upgrade the look and feel of the centre. 

Question 3: The current outdoor swimming pool in Swan Hill is nearing the end of its useful life 

– should it be replaced? If so where is the best location – current site, adjacent to 

the Leisure Centre, on the river foreshore or any other site? 

 Outdoor pool should be replaced, and moved to be adjacent to the indoor leisure 

centre 

 If it’s [the outdoor pool] going to be replaced, it should be converted to a waterplay 

park/splash pad etc.  
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 There are advantages and disadvantages for moving the pool to the leisure centre, such 

as the impact on the triathlon competition, which is currently well located alongside the 

river.  

 Moving the outdoor pool to the leisure centre precinct would have advantages from a 

facility perspective, and also alignment with existing stakeholders and community groups. 

 Prefer the outdoor pool to be replaced near/adjacent to the leisure centre, as this would 

provide better access for the school. The riverside area would be better to be 

redeveloped for other uses if the pool could be moved. 

 We [the Show Society] do not like the idea of the pool moving to showgrounds precinct, 

as it would take up usable space. There has been a lot of encroachment on 

showgrounds space over the years, which has limited our ability to develop other 

activations. If a pool was put into the space it would take a large amount of space. The 

riverside precinct is very good, and if the pool is to be replaced it should be in the same 

place to accommodate the needs of people along the riverside, including the caravan 

park. 

 The proposal to move the outdoor pool to the leisure centre precinct would greatly 

increase synergies with the club perspective, both for the netball and football club. 

 The future of outdoor pool needs to be addressed. Perhaps part of the showgrounds and 

leisure centre. There has been a lot of money spent in the riverside precinct, and so there 

might be some sunk cost issues to consider.  

 The riverside precinct might benefit from a splash pad instead of a pool. 

 The new bridge over the river might impact on existing site of outdoor swimming pool. 

Summary 

The chapter summarises information derived from relevant reports and documents and 

stakeholder interviews: 

 The Swan Hill region has an estimated residential population of 21,000 people. The total 

population of the region has remained relatively stable over the past decade. The 

region attracts around 650,000 tourists each year, and is forecast to attract up to 

700,000 tourists by 2022 

 The age profile suggests that demand will continue for facilities and programs for 

children and young people, combined with growing demand for services to meet an 

ageing population. Overall demand for aquatic facilities and programs is likely to 

increase in proportion to population growth.  

 The employment data suggests that despite an increase in the population over the 

age of 15 from 2006 to 2016 (446 people), there has been a declining level of full time 

employment.  

 Existing attendances in Swan Hill Rural City Council area is in line with demand 

estimates based on ABS participation rates and 2016 census data, and below the 

projections based on CERM data. Based on this information, it is unlikely that substantial 

unmet demand for swimming facilities exist in Swan Hill Rural City area. If the Swan Hill 

Outdoor Pool is closed, additional water space will be needed to meet existing 

demand. 

 Potential to expand the Swan Hill Leisure Centre to include a group fitness room, 

amenities for the swimming club, externally accessible public toilets, additional storage 

and an indoor program pool. 

 The Swan Hill Riverfront Masterplan October 2013 outlined a vision for the future 

renewal of the riverfront precinct in Swan Hill, with recommendations including co-

location of the outdoor pool with the existing indoor pool at the recreation reserve was 
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the most suitable location for the relocation of the swimming pool. 

 Both Nyah and Manangatang committees have difficulties finding adequate qualified 

staff to operate the pools each year. They tend to employ university students, which 

presents a problem at the beginning and end of each season. They also have 

difficulties attracting adequate volunteers to be a member of the committee. 

 Swan Hill Outdoor Pool is in poor condition. Leaks from the pool have been repaired, 

however leakage has created voids under the pool which are a potential problem in 

future years. 

 The masterplan for Riverside Park has recommended a water play park be established 

there. Council has not determined whether it should be located at the leisure centre or 

in a public space.  

 Most key stakeholders were in favour of relocating and upgrading the Swan Hill 

Outdoor Pool to an area contingent with the recreation centre. The Show Society has 

identified the impact that relocation of the outdoor pool would have on its already 

declining usable space in the showgrounds precinct.  
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Filtration separation 

Four of the five centres use only one system to carry out filtration and water treatment for all 

the pools in the centre. This is an unacceptable feature and does not comply with the 

Victorian Pool Operators Handbook, the Pool Water Treatment Advisory Groups publications 

or any other regulatory authority publications. Different pool uses, bather loads and age 

ranges require the use of separate systems. 

 

The only centre that includes pool separation is the Swan Hill Outdoor Pool, which separates 

pools of different use, depth and bather load. 

Turnover periods and rates 

Table B.1 summarises the actual and required turnover by period and rate at each of the five 

pools.  The required design turnover periods for the various types of pools and bather loads 

have been determined in accordance with the Pool Water Treatment Advisory Group 

(PWTAG) Code of Practice for Swimming Pool Water, updated to reflect the current 

requirements of Managing Health and Safety in Swimming Pools (HSG179), 4 April 2017 - V4. 

 

The actual turnover periods and rates shown for the non-separated pools are the overall 

figures, and clearly differ widely from the individual pool requirements. 

 

Two centres, namely Manangatang and Nyah, operate with turnover periods and rates well 

outside acceptable healthy values. This feature, combined with the non-separation of pools, 

is considered totally outside healthy pool operational performance. 

Table B.1: Swimming pool centres - pool turnover periods and rates 

Aquatic Centre Pool Actual Turnover Required Turnover 

  

Period 

(hrs) 

Rate 

(m3/hr) 

Period 

(hrs) 

Rate 

(m3/hr) 

Robinvale Leisure Centre Lap pool ) 
 

3.0 190 

 

Learners’ pool )        2.46 270 1.0 80 

 

Toddlers’ pool ) 
 

0.5 30 

Manangatang Public 

Pool Centre Lap pool )        9.74 54 3.0 167 

 

Toddlers’ pool ) (TBC) 0.5 52 

Nyah Public Swimming 

Pool Lap pool )        5.56 135 3.0 242 

 

Toddlers’ pool ) 
 

0.5 48 

Swan Hill Leisure Centre Lap pool ) 
 

2.0 194 

 

Lap pool ramp )        1.39 290 

  

 
Toddlers’ pool  ) 

 
0.75 21 

Swan Hill Outdoor Pool 

Centre Lap pool 4.58 360 3.5 471 

 

Intermediate pool ) 
 

2.5 138 

 

Dive pool )TBD 

 

4.0 150 

 

Toddlers pool  ) 
 

0.75 80 

APPENDIX B:  

ENGINEERING ASSESSMENT  
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Aquatic Centre Pool Actual Turnover Required Turnover 

  

Period 

(hrs) 

Rate 

(m3/hr) 

Period 

(hrs) 

Rate 

(m3/hr) 

 

Waterslide pool 0.96 27 1.0 26 

Filtration rates 

Filtration rates 

 Robinvale, Manangatang and Nyah pools’ total filtration rates are respectively 62%, 

58% and 109% greater than the allowable filtration rates for the filters at those centres 

and are hence unacceptable. 

 Swan Hill Leisure Centre's total filtration rate is 6% less than the allowable filtration rate 

for the filters at that centre and is acceptable as an average rate. 

 It should also be noted that the average filtration rate is not necessarily the rate for 

each pool, given the non-compliant use of single systems for all the pools in these 

centres. 

 Swan Hill Outdoor Pool’s filtration rates are acceptable for the diving, intermediate, 

toddlers’ and waterslide pools, and 25% excessive for the 50m lap pool. The 50m pool 

filtration rate may be acceptable in any case in its rural location, given its low general 

bather loading rates. 

Separation of FWT systems for separate pools 

Page 23 in the Victorian Pool Pperators Handbook includes the recommendation of separate 

filtration and water treatment systems for children's pools. 

 Robinvale, Manangatang and Nyah pools and the Swan Hill Leisure Centre all use a 

single filtration and water treatment system for all pools and are hence unacceptable. 

 Swan Hill Outdoor Pool uses separate filtration and water treatment systems for pools of 

different use and bather load and hence is generally acceptable. A separate system 

should however be provided for the octagonal toddlers pool. 

 

Robinvale, Manangatang and Nyah pools and the Swan Hill Outdoor Pool all operate under 

very excessive filtration rates, indicating that the filters provided are totally inadequate for 

the required turnover rates. 

Pool water treatment 

This review is of the centres in general and notes the typical applications and the 

requirements observed.  

 

All the centres used sodium hypochlorite as the primary disinfectant and either carbon 

dioxide or hydrochloric acid for pH control, with calcium hypochlorite as backup 

disinfectant. Cyanuric acid appeared to be used in all of the outdoor centres. 

 

The plant used for chemical treatment was generally of adequate type and capacity, 

varying between the centres. The water quality could not be assessed either theoretically or 

objectively due to the non-operational status of the pool centres at the inspection time. 

 

The use of an ultra-violet secondary system at the Swan Hill Leisure Centre would ensure 

removal of most of the chloramines generated during chemical water treatment and 

protection of any metallic framework where exposed. 
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Compliant storage of the chemicals needs to be reviewed and the separation of various 

interactive chemicals needs to be ensured. 

Structural and finishes 

The inspections of the centres took place while the main pools were essentially filled with dirty 

water. In those circumstances, it was not possible to closely inspect the pool walls and floors 

to ascertain the presence of defects or significant cracking of the shells, or to ascertain the 

accurate condition of the finishes. The following observations need to be understood in the 

context of the existing conditions during inspection. 

Robinvale Leisure Centre 

This centre comprised a 33m lap pool, a learners’ pools and a semi-circular toddlers’ pool. 

The reinforced concrete pools have tiled hobs around the pools, with (as best as we could 

see) tiled walls down to a certain level then painted remaining walls and floors.  

 

The tiles on the vertical and horizontal hob and upper wall surfaces exhibited numerous 

defects, including delaminated and lifting tiles, as well as cracked, broken and missing tiles. 

The painted areas of the walls and floor were difficult to see or review in terms of condition. 

The concourses were in reasonable condition with not too many shrinkage or structural 

cracks. 

 

Safety signs were minimal in terms of regulatory requirements and were in ageing and 

generally poor condition. 

Manangatang Public Swimming Pool  

This centre included a 25m lap pool and a semi-circular children’s pool. The main lap pool 

was enclosed by what appears to be a fibreglass shell, covering all the hobs and vertical 

faces of the pool above water level for the full perimeter. A similar shell enclosed the cross 

walk to the children’s pool adjacent to the lap pool. We were not advised why these 

enclosures were installed, but the apparent assumption was to make safe concrete walls 

with cracking problems and possibly failing tiled areas. Clearly no adequate capacity was 

available to check the presence or otherwise of any significant structural or shrinkage 

cracking of the pool shells. 

 

Some cracking of the lap pool floor slab appeared to be present adjacent to some of the 

visible floor slab expansion joints. 

 

The concourse slabs were in poor condition with numerous cracks in the slabs at many 

locations around the pools. These cracks need rectification to ensure foot hazards are not 

permitted to grow and become dangerous to users. 

 

Pool safety signs were minimal and not sufficient in terms of the regulatory requirements. 

Nyah Public Swimming Pool 

The centre included a 33m lap pool and a partially semi-circular children’s pool. The main 

lap pool’s hobs and upper walls were encased in fibreglass shells as was observed at the 

Manangatang pool, with the same associated difficulty in observation of the pool structure 

and its condition. 

 

The concourse slabs also exhibited numerous cracks which would need to be rectified. 

 

Pool signage was minimal and needs to be upgraded for compliance with regulatory 

requirements. 
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Swan Hill Outdoor Pool  

This centre, the largest in the shire, included a 50m lap pool, an octagonal children’s pool, an 

intermediate 25m pool and a dive pool. It also included a large three-dimensional waterslide 

and a small waterslide exit pool. 

 

The 50m pool had a tiled end hob and grated wet deck gutters, as did the remaining pools 

except the octagonal children’s pool. In general the hobs were tiled with numerous defects, 

the gutter grating was in poor condition with gaps and missing cross-bars and the 

concourses were cracked in numerous locations. No major structural cracks were observed 

(again, with the visibility limitations noted earlier) in the structural pool shells of the 

rectangular pools. The octagonal children’s pool shell exhibited numerous structural cracks 

and defects, particularly around the perimeter of the pool. The concourse slabs again 

exhibited numerous cracks, both shrinkage and structural, and need rectification work to 

prevent development of user hazards.  

 

Signage at this centre was better than at the other outdoor centres, but was still inadequate 

in terms of compliance with regulations. 

 

A significant item of which GNFP was advised regarding this centre was the continuous loss of 

very large volumes of water from the 50m pool, very likely indicative of serious cracking and 

probable pipe failure/s. 

Swan Hill Leisure Centre 

This leisure centre is the only indoor centre included in this review and includes a 25m lap 

pool with ramp access and a small toddlers’ pool adjacent to the lap pool. 

 

The pool structures and finishes were in good condition and well maintained and the signage 

appeared adequate. Unfortunately only limited indoor inspections and photography could 

be undertaken due to the centre’s busy activity and the limited time available. 

Summary 

The engineering assessment has found: 

 The only centre that includes pool separation is the Swan Hill Outdoor Pool, which 

separates pools of different use, depth and bather load. 

 Manangatang and Nyah pools operate with turnover periods and rates well outside 

acceptable healthy values. This feature, combined with the non-separation of pools, is 

considered totally outside healthy pool operational performance. 

 Robinvale, Manangatang, Nyah and Swan Hill outdoor pools all operate under very 

excessive filtration rates, indicating that the filters provided are totally inadequate for 

the required turnover rates. 

 Swan Hill Leisure Centre was structurally sound and signage was adequate.  However, 

the other pools showed signs of having structural defects and the signage was 

generally inadequate.  
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Sample composition 

311 people completed the questionnaire.  The demographic profile of respondents is 

summarised below.  The sample included far more females than males (76% and 24%, 

respectively) and was over represented in the 26 – 45 year age cohort, and substantially 

under-represented in the over 65 age group.  

 

Characteristic % Female Male Other 

Age     

Aged 25 years and under 10% 6% 3% 0% 

26 - 35 25% 21% 4% 0% 

36 - 45 27% 22% 4% 0% 

46 - 55 20% 13% 7% 0% 

56 - 65 13% 8% 4% 0% 

66 + years 6% 5% 1% 0% 

 

100% 76% 24% 0% 

Use of swimming pools 

86% of the respondents had visited a swimming pool in the last 12 months. The most popular 

pools being Swan Hill Leisure Centre and Swan Hill Outdoor Pool 

 

Swimming Pool Yes No 

Swan Hill Leisure Centre 56% 44% 

Swan Hill Outdoor Pool 57% 43% 

Robinvale Leisure Centre 9% 91% 

Manangatang Public Swimming Pool 20% 80% 

Nyah Public Swimming Pool 33% 67% 

Swan Hill Specialist School Pool 13% 87% 

Mallee Physio Pool 13% 87% 

Other 30% 70% 

The common “Other” pools visited were Bendigo, Echuca, Mildura, Kerang and 

Melbourne 

 

Respondents were asked which swimming pool had they visited the most during the last 12 

months.  27% had visited Swan Hill Leisure Centre the most. 

 

Swimming Pool % 

Swan Hill Leisure Centre 27% 

Nyah Public Swimming Pool 20% 

Swan Hill Outdoor Pool 20% 

Manangatang Public Swimming Pool 18% 

Robinvale Leisure Centre 6% 

APPENDIX C: E-SURVEY  
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Swimming Pool % 

Swan Hill Specialist School Pool 4% 

Mallee Physio Pool 3% 

Other (nominated above) 2% 

 

The respondents were asked what the three main reasons they chose to use that particular 

swimming pool were - proximity to home (22%), price (11%), quality of facilities and 

availability of water space (10%) were the top three reasons. 

 

Reason % 

Close to home 22% 

Price 11% 

Quality of facilities 10% 

Availability of water space 10% 

Programs offered 7% 

Close to work or education 6% 

Good car parking 6% 

Quality of instructors 6% 

Other 6% 

Leisure aquatic facilities 5% 

Variety of aquatic features 4% 

My club trains here 4% 

Availability of gymnasium 2% 

Availability of sports hall 1% 

Availability of crèche 0% 

 

“Other” reasons were 50m pool, heated pool and waterslide and diving boards 

Satisfaction rating 

Respondents were asked to rate certain features at the pool they had visited in the last 12 

months on a scale of 1 to 5 (5 = very satisfied and 1=very dissatisfied, 0 = Don’t know). 

Swan Hill Leisure Centre 

Respondents had an overwhelming positive rating for the Swan Hill Leisure Centre with most 

features recording scores in the high threesthrees which indicated a high satisfaction level. 

However, lower results we recorded for water temperature and the overall condition of the 

facility which was rated at 3.51 and 3.56 respectively. 

 

Feature Rating 

 Indoor sports hall  3.85 

 Health and fitness facilities  3.83 

 Aquatic programs available  3.82 

 Quality of the pool water  3.70 

 Condition of the toilets and change rooms  3.67 

 Depth of the pool  3.63 

 Opening hours  3.61 
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Feature Rating 

 Condition of the pool surrounds  3.61 

 Overall condition of the facility  3.56 

 Food and drinks available  3.53 

 Crèche  3.52 

 Temperature of the water  3.51 

Swan Hill Outdoor Pool 

Respondents had a positive rating for the Swan Hill Outdoor Pool with most features 

recording scores in the threesthrees which indicated satisfaction. However, lower levels of 

satisfaction were recorded for aquatic programs available (2.97), overall condition of the 

facility (2.95), shade (2.91), and condition of the toilets and change rooms (2.65).  

 

Feature Rating 

Depth of the pool 4.09 

Quality of the pool water 3.62 

Food and drinks available 3.34 

Opening hours 3.20 

Condition of the pool surrounds 3.15 

Temperature of the water 3.13 

Water slide 3.08 

Aquatic programs available 2.97 

Overall condition of the facility 2.95 

Shade 2.91 

Condition of the toilets and change rooms 2.65 

Robinvale Leisure Centre 

Respondents had a positive rating for the Robinvale Leisure Centre with most features 

recording scores in the threesthrees which indicated satisfaction. However, lower levels of 

satisfaction were recorded for aquatic programs available (2.55). 

 

Feature Rating 

Depth of the pool 4.09 

Condition of the toilets and change rooms 3.73 

Overall condition of the facility 3.55 

Quality of the pool water 3.55 

Temperature of the water 3.45 

Condition of the pool surrounds 3.36 

Food and drinks available 3.30 

Indoor sports hall 3.18 

Shade 2.91 

Opening hours 2.82 

Health and fitness facilities 2.82 

Aquatic programs available 2.55 
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Manangatang Public Swimming Pool 

Respondents had a positive rating for the Manangatang Public Swimming Pool with most 

features recording scores in the high threesthrees which indicated high levels of satisfaction. 

There was also the highest score across the five pools for aquatic programs available with a 

score of 4.38. 

 

Feature Rating 

Aquatic programs available 4.38 

Depth of the pool 4.32 

Temperature of the water 4.09 

Quality of the pool water 3.97 

Food and drinks available 3.84 

Shade 3.64 

Opening hours 3.41 

Condition of the pool surrounds 3.39 

Overall condition of the facility 3.36 

Condition of the toilets and change rooms 3.21 

Nyah Public Swimming Pool 

Respondents had a positive rating for the Nyah Public Swimming Pool with most features 

recording scores in the high threesthrees which indicated high levels of satisfaction. There 

was the highest score across the five pools for quality of the pool water with a score of 4.04. 

The rating for the opening hours (2.86) and temperature of the pool (2.97) had lower levels of 

satisfaction.  

 

Feature Rating 

Depth of the pool 4.15 

Quality of the pool water 4.04 

Condition of the pool surrounds 3.94 

Condition of the toilets and change rooms 3.78 

Food and drinks available 3.74 

Shade 3.73 

Overall condition of the facility 3.67 

Aquatic programs available 3.04 

Temperature of the water 2.97 

Opening hours 2.86 

Activities 

The respondents were asked what activities they participate in whilst at the pool.  22% were 

swimming with family recreationally with lap swimming (14%) and swimming with friends (13%) 

in the top three activities.  

 

Activity % 

Recreational swimming with family 22% 

Lap swimming 14% 

Recreational swimming with friends 13% 
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Activity % 

Learn to swim lessons (as a parent/caregiver) 9% 

Supervise child using water play equipment 8% 

Aqua fitness activity 8% 

Use water slide 7% 

Competition swimming 5% 

Used health and fitness facilities 4% 

Spectator 3% 

Hydrotherapy or rehabilitation 2% 

Other 2% 

Learn to swim lessons (as a participant) 1% 

Use spa pool 1% 

Used indoor sports hall 1% 

Used crèche 0% 

 

“Other” activities included: diving, swimming lessons / squads and birthday party  

 

Respondents were asked activity did they participate the most when they went to the pool. 

Recreational swimming with family (30%), learn to swim lessons (as a parent/caregiver) (18%) 

and lap swimming (17%) were top activities. 

 

Activity % 

Recreational swimming with family 30% 

Learn to swim lessons (as a parent/caregiver) 18% 

Lap swimming 17% 

Aqua fitness activity 8% 

Recreational swimming with friends 6% 

Competition swimming 4% 

Other 3% 

Used health and fitness facilities 3% 

Use water slide 3% 

Spectator 2% 

Hydrotherapy or rehabilitation 2% 

Learn to swim lessons (as a participant) 1% 

Used indoor sports hall 1% 

Supervise child using water play equipment 1% 

Used crèche 0% 

 

Other activities respondents participated in while at the pool included barbecue, club 

training, gymnasium, our club squad training, sauna, school sports, swim teacher, swimming 

club swimming lessons for local school, teaching and coaching, water aerobics. 

Future aquatic facilities 

Respondents were asked for their opinion on the future location of the Swan Hill Outdoor 

Pool. They were asked to rate the options in ranking order with 1 indicating their highest 

priority ranking. Each priority ranking was calculated by adding all the score, with the lowest 

score being the highest priority in the following ranking tables. 
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Option  Ranking 

Construct a new outdoor pool precinct at the Swan Hill Leisure Centre 

(at Showgrounds Reserve)  
1 

Leave at the outdoor pool precinct on Monash Drive (opposite 

Riverside Park)  
2 

 

Respondents were asked for their opinion on the future location of a water play park in Swan 

Hill. They were asked to rate the options in ranking order with 1 indicating their highest priority 

ranking. 

 

Option 
 

Ranking 

Swan Hill Riverside Park 
 

1 

Swan Hill Leisure Centre 
 

2 

Swan Hill Outdoor Pool 
 

3 

 

Respondents were asked to rate the highest priority actions for the pool they visited with 1 

indicating their highest priority ranking. 

Swan Hill Leisure Centre 

Feature  Ranking 

Expansion of health and fitness area  1 

Fitness room  2 

Swimming club rooms  3 

Playground  4 

Additional high-ball court  5 

Storage  6 

Crèche  7 

 

“Other” priority actions highlighted were:  

 Change rooms – more showers, non-slip flooring, more change tables  

 Water quality and temperature improved 

 More lap swimming lanes and better availability during the day 

Robinvale Leisure Centre 

Feature  Ranking 

Expansion of health and fitness area 
 

1 

Fitness room 
 

2 

Additional high-ball court 
 

3 

Playground 
 

4 

Swimming club rooms 
 

5 

Storage 
 

6 

Crèche 
 

7 

 

“Other” priority actions highlighted:   

 Increase hours available for swimming especially before work  

 Season is longer 

 Heating of the pool 
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If respondents had visited other pools, they were asked to make comments on what they 

believe is the highest priority actions to upgrade and improve that pool.  

Swan Hill Outdoor Pool  

The most popular priorities are: 

 Upgrade the change rooms and toilets 

 Repair tiling around the pool and clean the pool 

 Replace diving blocks 

 More shade and seating. Landscape the grounds 

 Healthier food options at the kiosk 

 Extend opening hours and the season 

 Remove baby pool and replace with splash pad/waterpark 

 Relocate to Swan Hill Leisure Centre or Showgrounds 

Manangatang Public Swimming Pool  

The most popular priorities are: 

 Upgrade the change rooms and toilets 

 Repair pool leaks 

 Landscape grounds  

 Shade in the carpark 

 Improvements to the equipment storage 

 Level ground around pool 

Nyah Public Swimming Pool 

The most popular priorities are: 

 Upgrade to a solar heated pool 

 More shaded areas 

 New diving blocks 

Overall highest priorities 

Respondents were then asked to list their highest priority development to improve aquatic 

facilities in the Swan Hill Rural City Council area. 

 

The most popular priorities are: 

 50m indoor heated pool 

 Free waterpark/splash pad 

 Affordable entry prices 

 Combine outdoor and indoor pools into one location 

 Longer opening times and season (outdoor pool) 

 Hydrotherapy pool 
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Satisfaction pool operation  

Respondents were asked how satisfied they were with certain aspects at the pool they had 

visited in the last 12 months. They were required to rate these aspects on a scale of 1 to 5 

where 1 = very unsatisfied, 5 = very satisfied and 0 = don't know. 

Swan Hill Leisure Centre 

Respondents were positively inclined with satisfaction scoring in the mid threes for different 

aspects of the Swan Hill Leisure Centre. 

 

 

Aspect Satisfaction 

 Management  3.55 

 Opening hours  3.52 

 Entry prices  3.24 

Swan Hill Outdoor Pool 

Respondents were positively inclined with satisfaction scoring in the mid threes for different 

aspects of the Swan Hill Outdoor Pool.  

 

Aspect Satisfaction 

 Entry prices  3.61 

 Management  3.43 

 Date pool opens for summer  3.40 

 Date pool closes for winter  3.37 

 Opening hours  3.29 

Robinvale Leisure Centre 

Respondents were positively inclined with satisfaction scoring in the threes for different 

aspects of the Robinvale Leisure Centre. Although the lowest level of satisfaction related to 

opening times, and the opening and closing months of operations. 

 

Aspect Satisfaction 

 Entry prices  3.60 

 Management  3.55 

 Opening hours  3.10 

 Date pool opens for summer  3.10 

 Date pool closes for winter  3.00 

Nyah Public Swimming Pool 

Respondents were positively inclined with satisfaction scoring in the high threes for 

management and entry prices for the Nyah Public Swimming Pool. Although the lowest level 

of satisfaction related to opening times, and the opening and closing months of operations. 

 

Aspect Satisfaction 

Management  3.98 

 Entry prices  3.98 

 Date pool opens for summer  3.24 
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Aspect Satisfaction 

 Opening hours  3.18 

 Date pool closes for winter  3.12 

Manangatang Public Swimming Pool 

Respondents were positively inclined with satisfaction scoring in the high fours for 

management and entry prices for the Manangatang Public Swimming Pool. Although the 

lowest level of satisfaction related to opening times (3.53). Overall the Manangatang Pool 

recorded the highest level of satisfaction amongst the five centres. 

 

Aspect Satisfaction 

Management  4.78 

 Entry prices  4.78 

 Date pool closes for winter  4.19 

 Date pool opens for summer  4.09 

 Opening hours  3.53 

Closing comments 

Respondents were asked to make any final comments with regards to aquatic facilities in 

Swan Hill Rural City Council area.  The general comments were: 

 Swan Hill Leisure Centre and Swan Hill Outdoor Pool require extensive investment to 

modernise and repair 

 50m pool in Swan Hill would attract tourists and competitions increasing spend in the 

area 

 Water park/splash pad needed 

 Outdoor swim season to be extended and longer opening hours 

 Move Swan Hill Outdoor Pool to the Swan Hill Leisure Centre site so they are in one 

place 

 Keep Manangatang and Nyah open – great asset for the local community  

Summary 

This chapter summarises the results of two e-surveys conducted for Swan Hill residents and 

schools in Swan Hill.  

 311 people completed the questionnaire.  The sample included far more females than 

males (76% and 24%, respectively) and was over represented in the 26 – 45 year age 

cohort, and substantially under-represented in the over 65 age group.  

 86% of the respondents had visited a swimming pool in the last 12 months. 

 The three main reasons patrons chose to use a particular swimming pool was; proximity to 

home (22%), with price (11%), quality of facilities and availability of water space (10%). 

 The top three activities patrons participate in whilst at the pool were; 22% swimming with 

family recreationally, (14%) lap swimming and (13%) and swimming with friends. 

 Opening hours, and the length of the seasons for the Nyah and Manangatang pools 

recorded the lowest scores for satisfaction, with many respondents indicating a 

preference for extended times of use. 
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Swan Hill Outdoor Public Pool 

Facilities 

Swan Hill Outdoor Pool was constructed in the 1960s. This pool was later revamped to create 

a separate dive pool and intermediate pool. A 50m pool was also installed at the north of 

the complex. Facilities now include: 

 50 metre pool 

 25 metre pool, with wheelchair access ramp 

 Toddlers’ pool with shade sails 

 Dive pool – one and three-metre diving boards 

 Water slide 

 Kiosk 

 Change rooms, showers and toilets 

 

The centre is managed by Belgravia Leisure. Council undertakes all pre-season and in-season 

maintenance excluding general operational upkeep, grounds maintenance and cleaning. 

Operational issues 

The centre is managed by Belgravia Leisure. Council undertakes all pre-season and in-season 

maintenance excluding general operational upkeep, grounds maintenance and cleaning. 

 

Management of the Swan Hill Outdoor Pool has identified key factors that affect 

performance: 

 Swan Hill Outdoor Pool is open from November to March inclusive. During the swimming 

season the facility is open: 

Monday, Wednesday and Friday 6:00am – 8:00am 

Monday – Friday  1:00pm – 7:00pm 

Saturday – Sunday  11.00am – 7.00pm 

 Water use has increased substantially over the past four years, from around $25,000 a 

year to upwards of $45,000 - $60,000.  There is a loss of water through the shell of the 

pool which necessitates almost constant top up of the pool during the operational 

period to maintain water level. 

 The Swan Hill Leisure Centre Swimming Squad Program uses the outdoor pool during 

the summer months, although the reporting of the income is included in the leisure 

centre financial statements.  

 At the commencement of the new management contract, swim pool prices were 

assessed to be too low compared to other swimming pools around the state. They 

were increased by 5% in 2015/16, and have had further increases of 3% each year 

since. 

 There is a focus on family usage, and trying to entrench usage by families during the 

operating months. 

 The pool is seasonal which does limit the ability to grow usage. 

 

Attendances for the last three seasons are shown in Table D.1 and D.2.  Key points to note 

are: 

APPENDIX D:  

OPERATIONAL AUDIT  
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 Total attendances fluctuate from year to year around 20,000 

 Swimming lessons only occurring during January 

 The peak swimming times are December, January, and February 

 School swimming groups and carnivals are well supported during February and March 

Table D.1: Attendance by category 

Swan Hill Outdoor Pool Historical Attendances 
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2015/16 3372 5914  1329 225 143 7123  336 47 28766 812  22167 

2016/17 3420 5574  1416 262 300 5789 379 342 180 3249  4584 20911 

2017/18 3580 5548 505 1102 317 214 6426    1794   19486 

Table D.2: Attendance by month in 2017/18 

Financial performance 

An analysis of the financial performance in the three years to 2016/17 found: 

 The overall result across the three years saw declining financial performance from a 

deficit of $40,573 in 2015 to a deficit of $56,181 in 2017.  

 Increased Council subsidy $149,000 (2015) - $190,415 (2017) 

 Overall total Income growth from $236,846 in 2015 to $277,572 in 2017 

 Increase in management fee: $30,962 (2015) - $52,530 (2017) 

 Declining sales to the kiosk: $42,709(2016) - $26,112 (2017) 

 Declining revenue from groups/school entry - $21,006 (2016) to $8,984 (2017) 

 Growth in squad fees: $2505 (2016) - $6500 (2017) 

 Increasing personnel costs 

 Management wages: $10,390 (2015) - $23,831 (2017) 

 Lifeguards: $48,993 (2015) – 58,013 (2017) 
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November 345 94 597 25 31 29 325  112 1558 

December 837 161 1341 86 58 40 2767  210 5500 

January 1588 188 2268 168 146 96  54 432 4940 

February 525 30 652 19 37 20 2254 920 230 4687 

March 285 32 396 19 22 29 1080 820 118 2801 

Total 3580 505 5254 317 294 214 6426 1794 1102 19486 
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Swan Hill Leisure Centre 

Facilities 

The Swan Hill Leisure Centre was built in 2002. The centre comprises: 

 25m x six-lane indoor heated pool,  

 Toddler splash pool. 

 Gymnasium,  

 Crèche,  

 High ball court  

 Kiosk 

 Change rooms, showers and toilets 

 

The swimming pool is wheelchair accessible via a ramp, whereas accessible change rooms 

do not meet current standards, nor users’ needs or expectations. 

Operational issues  

The centre is managed by Belgravia Leisure. 

 

Management of the Swan Hill Leisure Centre has identified key factors that affect 

performance: 

 Belgravia Leisure has managed the leisure centre since it opened in 2002.  The centre 

has had no structural changes since it opened. 

 Swan Hill Leisure Centre is open all year, and opening hours are: 

Monday to Thursday  6:00am  - 9:00pm 

Friday  6:00am  - 7:00pm 

Saturday  8:00am  - 5:00pm 

Sunday  10:00am  - 5:00pm 

 There is inadequate pool space in late afternoons as the learn to swim program is 

programmed for five lanes from 3.30pm – 5.50pm, and swim squads use three lanes 

from 5.30pm to 7.30pm. 

 Lap swimming is generally restricted to mornings (from 6am), afternoons (until 3.30pm) 

and weekends. 

 The Swan Hill Leisure Centre Swimming Squad Program uses the outdoor pool during 

the summer months, although the reporting of the income is included in the leisure 

centre financial reports.  

 At the commencement of the new management contract swim pool prices and were 

assessed to be too low compared to other swimming pools around the state, and were 

increased by 8% in 2015/16, and have had further increases of 3% each year since. 

 The health club is a main driver for usage at the centre, and also for the pool. 

 Space is at a premium in the swimming pool, and the lesson program shares space 

with the health club members during each day.  

 Four lanes are used for lessons during peak times Monday – Friday afternoons 

 Three lanes are used for lessons during Saturday mornings 

 Pool space is an issue which limits growth of the swim school. Current arrangements 

also impact health club members’ satisfaction.  

 In the past three years the centre employed a swimming coach who has driven growth 

in squad numbers, and greater integration with the swim lesson program. This has been 

a positive driver for the centre usage. 
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 Health club membership is predominantly middle aged and female, which drives the 

performance of the centre. Membership around the 600 mark could be increased to 

1000 members over five years if there was more usable space in the swimming pool, 

group fitness, and in the main stadium. 

 Greatest need is for a group fitness room, since these classes are currently conducted 

off site. 

 Leisure centre members now have reciprocal rights to use all other Belgravia Leisure 

facilities, including the Swan Hill Outdoor Pool and the Robinvale Leisure Centre. This is 

not currently promoted, and most cross over is seen between members of the leisure 

centre and Swan Hill Outdoor Pool during the summer months. 

 Swan Hill College has exclusive use of the sports hall during school hours. The main 

activity in the sports hall is futsal, which is programmed five nights per week for a seven 

week block. 

 

Attendances for the last three seasons are shown in Table D.3 and D.4.  Key points to note 

are: 

 Total attendances have declined slightly, although aquatic attendances have 

increased slightly. 

 Memberships and member visits have both declined. 

 Aquatics attendances show mixed results with casual attendances increasing, 

however with declining usage of the swim school, squad swimming and multi-passes.  

Table D.3: Attendance by category 

Swan Hill Leisure Centre Aquatic Attendances 
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2015/16 2,975 3,392 2,194 637 1,480 10,678 5,220 459 1,639 5,113 11,563 34,672 

2016/17 2,911 3,860 2,158 549 1,280 10,758 5,402 248 1,644 4,378 12,191 34,621 

2017/18 2,155 2,830 1,839 491 1,018 8,333 4,974 309 1,383 4,102 11,696 30,797 

Table D.4: Attendance  

Swan Hill Leisure Centre Total Attendances 

Year Membership Member Visits Swim School Students – Peak Total 

2015/16 617 27,738 500 – 550 81,420 

2016/17 594 27,540 501 81,429 

2017/18 N/A 26,720 N/A 74,641 

Financial performance 

An analysis of the financial performance in the three years to 2016/17 found: 

 The overall result across the three years was declining financial performance from a 

surplus of $24, 513 in 2015 to a deficit of $51,918. This is effectively a decline in 
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performance of $76,431 over the three year period.  

 Increase in management fee: $53,079 (2015) - $103,000 (2017) 

 Declining sales to the kiosk: $29,629(2015) - $23,760 (2017) 

 Growth in swim school lessons  revenue: $176,833 (2015) – $208,902 (2017) 

 Growth in squad fees: $2505 (2016) - $6500 (2017) 

 Growth in direct debit membership fees - $215,433 (2015) - $240,363 (2017) 

 Increasing personnel costs 

 Duty manager: $116,691 (2015) - $137,425 (2017) 

 Lifeguards: $72,278 (2015) - $81,933 (2017) 

 Increasing program expenses: $12,163 (2015) - $20,094 (2017) 

Robinvale Leisure Centre 

Facilities 

The original Robinvale swimming pool was upgraded as part of the Robinvale Leisure 

Centre construction in 2005. The swimming pool remains a seasonal, outdoor facility. Facilities 

include: 

 

 33 metre pool 

 8.35m learners pool 

 7.87m radius toddler outdoor pool 

 Gymnasium 

 High ball court 

 Kiosk 

 Change rooms, showers and toilets 

 

Significant works were done on the pool shell with new water circulation plant and treatment 

systems installed.  

Operational issues  

The centre is managed by Belgravia Leisure. 

 

Management of the Robinvale Leisure Centre has identified key factors that affect 

performance: 

 Robinvale pool is open from November to March inclusive. During the swimming season 

the facility is open: 

 

Monday, Wednesday and Friday 6:30am – 8:30am 

 

November – 3rd week of December and March 

Monday, Wednesday and Thursday  2:00pm – 9:00pm 

Tuesday and Friday  10.00am – 9.00pm 

Saturday – Sunday  12.00pm – 7.00pm 

 

4th week of December – February 

Monday – Friday  11.00am – 9.00pm 

Saturday – Sunday  11.00am – 7.00pm 

 At the commencement of the new management contract swim pool prices were 

assessed to be too low compared to other swimming pools around the state, and were 

increased by 5% in 2015/16, and have had further increases of 3% each year since. 
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 There was an increased expectation regarding cleaning of the centre at the 

commencement of the last contract term with council, resulting in an increase in costs.  

 Robinvale Leisure Centre members now have reciprocal rights to use all other Belgravia 

Leisure facilities, including the Swan Hill Outdoor Pool and the Swan Hill Leisure Centre. 

This is not currently promoted, and most cross over is seen between members of the 

two leisure centres during the summer months when pool space is a premium in Swan 

Hill. 

 

Attendances for the last six years and attendances in each month in 2017/18 are shown in 

Table D.5.  Key points to note are: 

 Total attendances have increased over the last seven years from 17,719 to 26,659. 

 Pool attendances are mainly between November and February and drop off in March. 

In 2017 pool attendances represented 32% of total attendances. 

 The lesson program in January has low levels of attendance, and so there may be an 

opportunity to develop a specific school holiday program. 

 Swimming attendance figures peaked in 2011/12 with 11,100 visits. Other years’ 

attendances are between 7,000 and 9,600. 

 The focus of this centre now is upon attendances for the stadium/fitness component of 

the centre rather than aquatics. This is reflected in the attendance figures over time, 

which have been declining. 

Table D.5: Attendance by category 

 
Dry Programming Aquatics   
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2011/12 234 4517 340 2250 657 49 1872 2329 1822 911 2738 17,719 

2012/13 175 4353 524 1306 632 84 2241 2921 3129 638 2163 18,166 

2013/14 672 6053 817 3668 838 0 1233 2128 552 808 2536 19,305 

2014/15 753 7363 518 3299 1022 0 1193 2397 663 793 2330 20,331 

2015/16 821 5551 557 2589 940 0 1128 2401 767 194 2494 17,442 

2016/17 1462 10078 1410 1884 134 0 2119 2687 938 240 2080 23,032 

2017/18 N/A 10919 3103 3936 137 N/A 2259 2599 1394 344 1533 26,659 

 

  Dry Programs Aquatic Programs Overall   

Year Total Total  Total 

2015/16 10,458 6,984 17,442 

2016/17 14,968 8,064 23,032 

2017/18 18,095 8,129 26,224 

Financial performance 

An analysis of the financial performance in the three years to 2016/17 found: 

 The overall result across the three years saw an improved financial performance from a 
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deficit of $52,416 in 2015 to a surplus of $27,672 in 2017.  

 It should be noted that the Council subsidy increase to income, combined with growth 

in the management fee have a substantial effect upon the financial performance of 

the Robinvale Leisure Centre.  

 Income improved by $140,017 over the three year period, of which $124,000 was an 

increase in the Council subsidy. Similarly the increase in operating costs by $40,704 is 

accounted for by the increase in the management fee of $43,287 over the three year 

period.  

 Increasing kiosk sales: $21,389(2015) - $29,530 (2017) 

 Increasing casual gym sales:  $1,765 (2016) - $6,509 (2017) 

 Increased Council subsidy: $199,000 (2015) - $323,000 (2017) 

 Growth in swim school: $0(2015) - $2,783 (2017) 

 Growth in lane/pool hire: $0 (2015) - $4,189 (2017) 

 Growth in direct debit memberships: $3,976 (2015) - $8,861(2017) 

 Increasing personnel costs: 

 Management wages: $56,151 (2015) - $68,872 (2017) 

 Cleaning wages: $3,355 (2015) – $6,128 (2017) 

 Management fee: $59,713 (2015) - $103,000 (2017) 

Nyah Public Swimming Pool 

Facilities 

The Nyah Public Swimming Pool has:  

 

 33 metre, heated pool 

 Toddlers, heated pool 

 Kiosk 

 Change rooms, showers and toilets 

 

The main pool is not covered; however there is a shade structure across the toddler pool. A 

new entrance, change rooms and kiosk were constructed in estimated 2007 and upgraded 

water circulation plant and treatment systems installed. 

Opening hours  

Nyah Outdoor Pool is open from November to March inclusive. During the swimming season 

the facility is open: 

 

Monday to Sunday 3:00pm – 7:00pm 

Lap swimming 

Monday, Wednesday and Friday 6:00am – 8:00am 

Management 

The facility operates under an Occupancy Lease between Council and Nyah District 

Swimming Pool Committee. The committee employs staff and is responsible for the general 

upkeep and maintenance of the facility.  

 

Council undertakes all pre-season and in-season maintenance excluding general 

operational upkeep, grounds maintenance and cleaning. 
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Key terms of the Occupancy Lease are: 

 The term was five years terminating on 30 June 2016, with a further term of four years. 

[Note: It is assumed the lease was renewed for the four year term expiring in June 2020] 

 Rent of $1 per annum 

 Pool committee responsible for: 

 Operation of the pool, including employment of staff 

 Routine repairs, maintenance and cleaning of the premises 

 Rates, taxes, charges, levies and outgoings 

 Public liability and WorkCover insurance 

 Payment of utilities, except water 

 Payment of chemicals  

 Council responsible for : 

 Payment of a subsidy to the Committee, and payment of public liability and 

other insurance premiums 

 Building insurance and payment of any excess payable for claims 

 Payment of water 

 Ensure plant and equipment is in good working order prior to the swimming 

season 

Programs and use 

The Nyah Nyah West United Football Netball Club uses the facility in the early parts of the 

season. Other user groups include the Nyah and Tooleybuc schools and a small group of 

early morning swimmers called the ‘Icebergs’. 

 

Total attendances in 2017/18 were 6,161 comprising 3,764 children and 2,397 adults.  The 

most popular month is January which has 40% of total visits. 

 

Nyah pool is used by: 

 Schools: 

 Tooleybuc 

 Nyah District 

 Woorinen PS 

 Beverford PS 

 St Mary’s PS 

 Piangil PS  

 Clubs: 

 United (Nyah/Nyah West) Football Club 

 Bendigo Pioneers 

 Nyah Two Bays Swimming Club 

 Swimming programs:  

 The Vicswim program for three weeks during January 

 Swan Hill District Health Rural Outreach Program 

 Water aerobics 

 Private users and group hirers:  

 Scouts 

 Venturers 

 Girl Guides 

 Private birthday parties 

 

Comments from the Nyah Pool Committee were: 

 Up until last year the pool was heated by waste oil (with an EPA exemption), which 

allowed the pool to be opened for two longer months (October and March). Waste oil 
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was collected from farmer volunteers, and after testing was burnt in a furnace to heat 

the pool. 

 Community concern over the burning of fossil fuels meant that this practice was 

discontinued for this season, and the pool was operated as a “cold” pool, without any 

heating.  

 This year made a profit, but had reduced membership due to pool temperature. The 

previous year membership was around 70, while this year it only reached membership 

of 37. This was due to temperature concerns. 

 Opening hours were also curtailed so that pool opening hours were restricted to 

afternoon hours, removing the opportunity for morning swimming which had previously 

been popular. 

 The pool is not opened on days when the air temperature does not reach 25 degrees, 

which results in a loss of up to a dozen operating days between November and 

February. 

 This year the Nyah pool committee approached Council for a grant to install solar 

heating. It was indicated that there may be an opportunity to provide some scoping 

funds for this project. 

Manangatang Public Swimming Pool 

Facilities 

The Manangatang Public Swimming Pool includes  

 

 25 metre, solar heated pool 

 Toddlers’ solar heated pool 

 Kiosk 

 Change rooms, showers and toilets  

 Covered grandstand on an embankment 

 

The amenities and change room building was constructed in about 2005. Water circulation 

plant and treatment systems were estimated to have been installed in 2007. 

Opening hours  

Manangatang Outdoor Pool is open from November to March inclusive. During the 

swimming season the facility is open: 

 

November 

Monday – Sunday  3:00pm – 6:00pm 

 

December/January/February 

Monday – Sunday  2:30pm – 7:00pm 

 

March 

Monday – Sunday  3:00pm – 6:00pm 

 

Lap Swimming (during school term)   

1 – 2 mornings a week  8.00am – 9.30am 

Management 

The facility operates under a Licence, under the Crown Land (Reserves) Act, between 

Council and Manangatang Swimming Pool Committee. The committee employs staff and is 

responsible for the general upkeep and maintenance of the facility. 
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Council undertakes all pre-season and in-season maintenance excluding general 

operational upkeep, grounds maintenance and cleaning. 

 

Key terms of the Licence are: 

 The term was nine years terminating on 30 June 2023.  

 Rent of $1 per annum 

 Pool committee responsible for: 

 Operation of the pool, including employment of staff 

 Routine repairs, maintenance and cleaning of the premises 

 Rates, taxes, charges, levies and outgoings 

 Public liability and WorkCover insurance 

 Payment of utilities, except water 

 Payment of chemicals  

 Council responsible for : 

 Payment of a subsidy to the committee, and payment of public liability and 

other insurance premiums 

 Building insurance and payment of any excess payable for claims 

 Payment of water 

 Ensure plant and equipment is in good working order prior to the swimming 

season 

Programs and use 

Feedback from the Manangatang Pool Committee and Council officers was: 

 Main users are the Manangatang, Chillingollah and Chinkapook communities and the 

Manangatang P12 College. 

 Manangatang town population is approximately 350, and the goal of the pool has 

been to achieve maximum patronage and attendance from the community. Most 

people in the town utilise the pool during the summer months. 

 The swimming pool offers a range of activities to engage the community including: 

 Baby swimming lessons 

 Water aerobics 

 Lap swimming 

 Squad training 

 Fun pool nights 

 The Manangatang pool is a critical piece of community infrastructure and is well 

supported by the community, schools and other sporting groups in the town.  

 Patronage of the pool has been increasing with more weekly usage of the pool 

occurring.  

 The equipment room is not very functional due to location near the boys’ toilet, and 

can be a slip hazard. They would like more storage and shading around the pool, 

particularly around the pool for parents 

 Lifeguards are responsible for monitoring chemicals due to need to maintain pool plant 

and water quality. This poses some additional requirements around employment of 

lifeguards as they require extra skills and potentially qualifications. 

 The pool is opened from November  to March each year. 

 After school time is the busiest time during school terms, and in hot weather it was 

popular between 6pm and 9pm. The last summer heat wave the pool opened in the 

mornings and then in the evenings, and was shut during the heat of the day. This was 

well received by the community and very popular.  
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 The pool was constructed on reactive soil, which has resulted in cracks to the pool and 

some water leakage (amount not specified) 

Summary 

This chapter reviews the operational performance of all five swimming facilities, based on 

information provided by Council and the operators of each facility. It has identified the 

following key issues: 

 Swan Hill Outdoor Pool was constructed in the 1960s. This pool was later revamped to 

create a separate dive pool and intermediate pool. A 50m pool was also installed at 

the north of the complex. 

 There is a loss of water through the shell of the pool which necessitates almost 

constant top up of the pool during the operational period to maintain water 

level. 

 There has been declining financial performance for the outdoor pool over the 

past three years. 

 The Swan Hill Leisure Centre was built in 2002. The swimming pool is wheelchair 

accessible via a ramp, whereas accessible change rooms do not meet current 

standards, nor users’ needs or expectations. 

 The health club is a main driver for usage at the centre, and also for the pool. 

 Pool space is an issue which limits growth of the swim school. Current 

arrangements also impact health club members’ satisfaction.  

 There has been declining financial performance over the past three years. 

 The original Robinvale swimming pool was upgraded as part of the Robinvale Leisure 

Centre construction in 2005. The swimming pool remains a seasonal, outdoor facility. 

 Significant works were done on the pool shell with new water circulation plant 

and treatment systems installed.  

 Total attendances have increased over the last seven years. 

 Swimming attendance figures peaked in 2011/12 with 11,100 visits. Recent years 

attendances are between 7,000 and 9,600. 

 There has been improved financial performance over the past three years. 

 The Council subsidy increase, combined with growth in the management fee, 

have a substantial effect upon the financial performance of the Robinvale 

Leisure Centre.  

 The Nyah Public Swimming Pool is not covered; however there is a shade structure 

across the toddler pool. A new entrance, change rooms and kiosk were constructed in 

estimated 2007 and upgraded water circulation plant and treatment systems installed. 

 Council undertakes all pre-season and in-season maintenance excluding general 

operational upkeep, grounds maintenance and cleaning. 

 Community concern over the burning of fossil fuels meant that this practice was 

discontinued for this season, and the pool was operated as a “cold” pool, 

without any heating.  

 This year made a profit, but had reduced membership due to pool temperature. 

The previous year membership was around 70, while this year it only reached 

membership of 37. 

 The pool is not opened on days when the air temperature does not reach 25 

degrees, which results in a loss of up to a dozen operating days between 

November and February. 

 The Manangatang Public Swimming Pool includes an amenities and change room 

building which was constructed in about 2005. Water circulation plant and treatment 

systems were estimated to have been installed in 2007. 

 Council undertakes all pre-season and in-season maintenance excluding general 

operational upkeep, grounds maintenance and cleaning. 

 The Manangatang pool is a critical piece of community infrastructure and is well 
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supported by the community, schools and other sporting groups in the town.  

 Patronage of the pool has been increasing with more weekly usage of the pool 

occurring.  

 

 

 

  


